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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

1. At its meeting on 28 November 1977 the Council of Ministers
(Development) approved the procedure to be followed for the use
of the appropriations for the financing of projects with
.
.
( NGOs ) •
non-governmenta l organ1sat1ons

*)

That procedure includes a stipulation that the Commission will
present an annual report to the Council on the use of the credits
allocated during the preceding year.
In accordance with that procedure the Commission presents this
Report, which deals with the use made of the budget of 28 M ECU
entered under Article 941 of the 1982 Community Budget.
2. Although relations with the NGOs are mainly in the field of project
cofinancing in developing countries, other important areas for cooperation with the NGOs are also covered, such as development education in the Communities, food aid, emergency aid and inter-NGO
coordination.

(*) See Council Document R/207/78/(GCD) of 26 January 1978.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For over 20 years now the European Communities have been pursuing a development policy which has progressively widened its scope and become more
structured as a result of the accession of new Member States and the inclusion of additional developing countries.
The direct cooperation between the European Communities and the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) began in 1976 with the aim of adding a
further dimension to the Community's development policy. The idea was to
enable the Community to take an active part, with public funds, in the expression of solidarity shown by Europe at a non-official Level towards
the poorest sections of the population in the Third World. That objective
was reflected initially in the establishment bf a Community budget heading
to finance, with the European NGOs, development projects in the developing
countries. The budget, fixed on an experimental basis at 2.5 m ECU in
1976, increased progressively in subsequent years to cope with a constant
increase in the requests for cofinancing submitted by the NGOs. This budget

rose to 14 m ECU in 1981 and was then increased to 28 m ECU in 1982 notably
as a result of an additional transfer made in the context of the special
prouramme to combat hunger in the world.
As a result of the constantly increasing level of interest shown by the
NGOs in this form of cooperation, the requesti for cofinancing which merit
action have always far exceeded the annual budget appropriatioffi,even when
the budget was doubled from 1981 to 1982.
Between 1976 and 1982 inclusive, the tota Community subsidy amounted to
81 m ECU and enabled 1.116 projects to be financed in 106 developing
countries with 187 f\IGOs. For the same period, the total combined ~NGO-I:f;C
investment amounted to 212 m. ECU. In addition, over the same period, the
Communities financed 103 1jrojects to educate European public opinion;
these projects involved 67 NGOs and an mount of 2.4 m ECU.
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Compared with other items in the Community development budget, these figures
may seem relatively modest. The Commission is nevertheless convinced that
the multiplier effect of this large number of small pperations is considerable and easily be.ars comparison with "conventional" projects. The success
of the cofinanced operations is due above all, in the Commission's view,
to the high degree of motivation and personal commitment of the NGOs, their
independence from any external conditioning, their relatively modest size
and the autonomy and flexibility of management that is the corollary of
this. The interaction of these positive factors is generally reflected, at
the level of the conception and execution of projects in the developing
countries, in a marked degree of effectiveness, speed and flexibility, and
above all in the capacity of the NGOs to adapt their action - almost from
one day to the next - in response to any economic, political and technical
changes that are taking place.
The Commission for its part has undertaken to respect and encourage the
characteristics peculiar to the NGos; such as their autonomy <the NGOs
have an exclusive right of intitiative as regards the presentation of projects)
and their plurality based on the extreme diversity of motivations that are
encountered among these organizations. In its relations with the NGOs, the
Commission demonstrates its confidence in their deep-rooted motivation and
real capacities. In the vast majority of cases, this confidence - often
founded on over five years cooperation - has been fully justified by the
results.
The cofinancing of development projects in the developing countries is,
however, only one of the various forms of cooperation between the NGOs and
the Communities. Other aspects, which are just as important, are the support
given to NGOs for operations to raise European public awareness on development matters, cooperation in the distribution of food aid and in emergency
operations and the catalyst role which the Commission endeavours to play
in the context of inter-NGO cooperation at the European Level via a constant
dialogue with the NGOs at both individual and collective Level.
In 1982, the Community contribution to the NGOs represented a total sum of
112.6 ~ ECU C2P m fCU for cofinancing operations, 45 m. fCU for food aid and
3() .6 ru. ECU for err.er£ency aid).
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This report sets out to give an account of the Commission's activities in
1982 dealing in turn with the various aspects of cooperation with the NGOs
and without forgetting the contacts with the other European institutions
and the prospects and trends already taking shape for 1983.
2. ALLOCATION OF COMMUNITY AID IN 1982
2.1. Cofinancing of NGO projects in developing countries (budget article
941)
2.1.1. £2~~i!~~D!~-~D9_P~l~~D!~
Budget article 941, which had initially been fixed at 20 m ECU
for 1982, received in October 1982 an additional transfer of
8 m ECU under the special program~e to combat hunger in the
world. As a result, the sum finally available in 1982 was 28 m
ECU, exactly twice the budget of 14m ECU which had been allocated
for 1981.
This increase, considerable in itself, was nevertheless matched
by an equally spectacular increase in the reque~ts received,
which fully confirms moreover the trend of previous years. The
Commission departments were presented with 458 requests for
projects, for a total value of 47.8 m ECU. Of these projects, it
was possible to cofinance 262, representing a total
contribution of 25.5 m ECU~ Another 85 projects for
of 8.2 m ECU were not selected or were withdrawn by
NGOs. Lastly, 111 admissible requests corresponding
sum of 14 mECU, had to be carried over to 1983.

Community
a total sum
the applicant
to a total

It should be noted that only the extremely short am.ount of time
available (the additional amount of 8m ECU was not definitively
confirmed until October 1982) prevented the Commission departments
from once again committing the whole of the budget by the end
of December 1982.
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A quick comparison of the figures for 1981 and 1982 clearly shows the
growing interest of the NGOs in cooperating with the Commission:

1981

Requests received
Projects cofinanced
(commitments)

in m ECU

Number of
projects

in m ECU

359
164

35,2

458

47,8

13,5

262

25,5

67

10,7

85

8,2

128

11,0

111

14,1

-

13,0

-

18,4

Projects rejected
or withdrawn
Projects carried over
to the following year

1982

Payments effected

Number of
projects

Thus, although the budget doubled in 1982, the admissible projects which
had to be carried over to the following budget were nevertheless 27 % up
on the 1981 figure.
The total payments of 18.4 m ECU effected in 1982 include 9.7 ECU
covering commitments for 1982 and 8.7 m ECU covering commitments of
previous years. The payment appropriation allocated for 1982 proved
this time to be sufficient to meet the Commission's obligations during
the year.
Table I in annex provides a breakdown by Member State Of the 1982
allocations of Community funds.

Table II in annex gives a full List of the 262 projects cofinanced in
1982 in the developing countries.
As in previous years, the content of the projects is striking for its
very great variety; What th~ projects all have in commori, however, is
the objective of satisfying the basic needs felt by the recipient population. As is shown by Table III in annex, the majority of the operations
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cofinanced can be classified in three main categories, rural development
(42 %), training (20 %) and health (18 %). It should be noted, however,
that most of the projects fall within more than one sector, which reflects
the integrated approach which is characteristic of NGO operations.
Although the three basic categories mentioned above repeat the standard
breakdown of previous years, it will be seen, however, that in 1982 a larger
role was given to rural development (42 %compared with 26 % in 1981) and
particularly to small scale agriculture based on the production of foodstuffs for Local consumption. At the same time as the special Community
programme to combat hunger in the world was published, a group of six NGOs
from among the most active organizations in Europe formed themselves into
an ad hoc consortium which presented 27 projects to the Commission, for a
total sum of 5 m ECU, concentrating specifically on subsistence agriculture. During 1982, it was possible to cofinance 15 of these projects at
a total cost of 2.9 m ECU.
In addition, a number of operations Linking up with one or other of the
topics specifically favoured by the special programme (notably smallscale water supply, alternative energy sources, low energy consumption
appliances, agricultural credit, etc.) were cofinanced by the Communities.
The Commission can only welcome both this convergence of ideas and
initiatives and the specifically European nature of this consortium (the
six member NGOs belong to six ·different Member States).
As regards the scale of the cofinanced projects, the average Community
contribution amounted in 1982 to 85.841

ECU per project. Even though

the Community contribution can amount to 360.000 ECU over three years,
it exceeded 200.000 ECU in only 36 cases, while in 99 cases, its participation was Less than 50.000 ECU. This confirms the determination of
the NGOs, particularly in certain Member States, to remain faithful to
the basic principle of "small is beautiful", and this despite the inflationary pressures felt both in Europe and in the developing countries.
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The total joint investment of the NGOs and the Communities in
cofinanced projects amounted in 1982 to almost 60 m ECU, which represents
a multiplier factor of approximately 2.4 times the budget allocated.
This confirms the capacity of the NGOs to mobilize a considerable level
of own resources despite the economic crisis.

In 1982, 1Q7 NGOs (36 of them for the first time) received one or more
cofinancing grants. This was 20 up on 1981, confirming on the one hand the
continued interest of the NGOs in the Commission's activity and on the
other hand the Commission's concern for diversification. Such diversification should be all the greater in future as the Community cofinancing
system becomes better known, and notably if the Greek NGOs were to manifest an interest in financing operations with the Commission as the latter
hopes. In the longer term, the accession of new Member States would obviously result in an increase in the number of European NGOs cooperating
with the Communities.
There were 25 block grants made in 1982 for a total sum of 1.1 m ECU.
The possibility of increasing the percentage of the budget currently
allocated to block grants (4 %) in accordance with the wish voiced by
certain NGOs arid in line with the practice followed in certain Member
States is being studied.
Lastly, it should be stated th~t certain European NGOs have raised the
question of the commencement at a future date of direct cofinancing between
the Commission and certain developing country NGOs.
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The 262 development projects cofinanced in 1982 were carried out in 82
developing countries, of which 7 were covered for the first time. In
general, the balance between ACP States and non-ACP States was modified
slightly in favour of the Latter. The first group received 12.1 m ECU
(48 %) and the second group 13.3 m ECU (52 %), the corresponding percentage
for 1981 being 51 % and 49 % respectively.
The geographical breakdown shows that 46 % of the funds went to Africa,
15 % to Asia, 28 % to Latin America, 10 % to the Mediterranean countries
and 1 % to the Pacific.
In 1982, 53%of the total credits available were allocated to countries
with a per capita GNP of Less than US Z 500, while 9.5 % went to developing
countries with a per capita GNP of Less than US g 200~ 30 % of the credits
available were allocated to the Leait developed countries according to
the United Nations List. In general, the cofinanced projects are aimed
by definition at the poorest sections of the population in the developing
countries, where the per capita GNP often has only an indicative statistical value sometimes hiding flagrant inequalities.
Finally, the NGOs also confirmed in 1982 their commitment to their
front-Line role, including and above all in regions of the world where
the si~uation is particularly difficul~ or even dangerous for the personnel
involved. To quote only one example, the NGOs immediately joined in the
very first stage of reconstruction work in Lebanon, thereby enabling the
Commission to contribute, j~st before the closure of the 1982 Budget, to
11 projects for a total sum of 0.9 m ECU, iri addition of course to the
emer~ency operations financed by the Communities under other headings.
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2.2. Cofinancing of operations to raise European public awareness on
development matters carried out by the NGOs (budget article 941)
The exponential growth in cooperation between the Commission and the NGOs
in this area reflects the increasing importance which the Eunopean NGOs
attach to the work of making public opinion more aware of the interdepence between North and South.
A total of 64 projects were received, representing a sum of 2.1 m ECU.
Of these projects, 46 were financed with 43 different NGOs at a total
cost of 1.3 m ECU. A list is given in Annex IV.
Many of these projects deal with the links between Europe and the Third
World in the industrial and agricultural fields, in accordance with the
priorities identified by the most recent NGO General Assemblies. The
work in the formal educational sector also received particular attention
with an increasing participation of teachers and otherprofessional
educators.
In general terms, the Commission is satisfied with the quality of the
projects put forward for cofinancing but would stress the need to
develop a longer term view of

~ducation

poliriy both in governmental and

non-governmental organizations, as well as the introduction of a greater
level of professional expertise at the project planning stage.
In parallel with the work it carries out with the individual NGOs and
their projects, the Commission has also encouraged cooperation between
the NGOs themselves via its support fcrinformal networks of like-minded
NGOs. The function of these networks is to facilitate the exchange of
information and experience, thereby making it possible to avoid duplication of effort and promote a transnational view of the problem. In
this context, rionsiderable advances have been made as regards the work
on agricultural problems and the work in the schools. Meetings at the European level were organized by professionals in 1982 in these two fields
and provided positive results.
The Commission should continue to support such initiatives since it is
to be anticipated that other groups of NGOs will begin to organize
themselves atthe European Level.
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A first evaluation study on some development education projects already
cofinanced was commenced in 1982. The preliminary results confirm the
useful work carried out by the NGOs with very limited resources but
stress the essential need to develop more specific criteria as regards
the choice and formulation of the projects. In the light of these

remark~

and in order to respond to the increasing number of requests, the Commission is currently re-examining its existing rules for cofinancing in this
area and will propose a revised text in 1983.
The Commission met with the development education subcommittee of the NGO
Liaison Committee on various occasions during 1982. Cooperation with this
body continued to be fruitful and the Commission thanks its members for
their contribution and understanding.
2.3. Community food aid channelled through the NGOs (budget chapter 92)
In the context of the Community's food aid programme for 1982, 27.000 tonnes
of skimmed milk powder, 2.000 tonnes of butteroil and 22.000 tonnes of
cereals were allocated to various developing countries through European
NGOs, mostly affiliated to churches. Furthermore, the NGOs were actively
involved in the Community's emergency food aid programmes for example
in favour of the refugees in EL Salvador. In this particular case, the
NGOs will forward the following additional quantities: 100 tonnes of
butteroil, 400 tonnes of skimmed milk powder and 500 tonne.s of beans.
The total value at world price of the food aid allocated via the NGOs in
1982 amounts to 45 m ECU. More detailed information is given in Table V.
Lastly, reference should be made to the positive role played during the
year by the

Eurona~

structure which enables the European NGOs active

in the food aid field to coordinate with

~ne anoth~r

and also enables the

Commission to have a single opposite number in this field.
2.4. Community emergency aid channelled through the NGOs (budget article
950 and Article 137 of the Lome Convention)
In 1982, the emergency aid operations implemented through the intermediary
of the NGOs represented a total amount of ·39.6 m ECU, or two and a half
times the Level of 1981 operations. In 1982 these operations accounted for
over 40% of total Community emergency aid (compared with 24% in 1981).
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Two major operations dominated activities during the year:
-the aid to Poland accounted for 27 m ECU, of which 17.5 m ECU for deliveries carried out in 1982, corresponding to the supply of almost
14.000 tonnes of foodstuffs, medicines, etc.;
- the NGOs implemented over 8 m ECU out of the 35 m ECU granted by the
Community to refugees in third countries; under this heading, assistance
programmes were organized to help refugees in South-EastAsia, Afghan
refugees in Pakistan and refugees and displaced persons in Angola and
Central America. Other operations in favour of displaced persons in
Africa (Chad, Ethiopia) were also carried out by NGOs.
The NGOs were also active in the organization of assistance to the victims
of natural disasters: floods, droughts, earthquakes or typhoons. Their
operations covered both ACP-countries (cyclones in Madagascar, epidemics
in Zaire) and third countries in other continents (floods in Bolivia,
Honduras, Nicaragua and Yemen, earthquake in Yemen).
Along the lines of the food aid sector the ad hoc coordination body set
up at the NGO level has begun a fruitful collaboration between the Commission and the specialist European NGOs in the area of emergency operations
as well.
In addition the Commission's attention has been drawn to the problem raised
by certain situations which are de facto not covered, given the present
structure of NGO- :Ec cooperation, either by emergency aid (budget article
950), or by the cofinancing of development projects (budget article 941).
The most recent example of this "grey area" concerns the Ghanaian nationals
following their reintegration into their place of origin.
It is evident that such situations, even if at present they do not fall
within the scope of emergency aid or standard development projects, could
and should be eased by operations at a half-way stage, which could be
called "rehabilitation" operations. The Commission must adapt its budget
instruments to cope with rehabilitation requests from the NGOs and relating to these types of situation, which are unfortunately increasingly
numerous.
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2.5. Support for inter-.NGO coordination at European Level (budget article 941)

In its report to the Council for 1981, the Commission endeavoured to stress
its interest - over and above cofinancing operations with individual NGOs
- in the ongoing dialogue with all NGOs on a collective basis. On that
occasion, it provided a fairly detailed description of the machinery for
the democratic representation of the European NGOs in contact with the
Communities via the institutional bodies progressiveley established
(National Assemblies, European Assembly, Liaison Committee).
The year 1982 confirmed the validity of the system, which became even
stronger and now seems to have achieved normal operating conditions. The
Liaison Committee met six times during the year and several other meetings
were organized in Brussels, particularly with regard to the education of
public opinion and the coordination of NGO- EC cooperation in the fields
of food aid and emergency operations.
The Liaison Committee was allocated an amount of 145.454 ECU in 1982 to
cover its operating costs. The Commission is aware that this amount represents a considerable increase on the 1981 allocation (59.615 ECU).
It considers, however, that this allocation is justified by the new
tasks which the Liaison Committee is increasingly assuming and carryin~
out <notably with regard to food aid and emergency aid) and by the
expenditure which such tasks entail (notably the recruitment of an
administrative secretary, resident in Brussels, responsible for ensuring
continuity in the activities of the Committee, whose members are resident
in the various Member States). In addition, the Commission would stress
that certain costs paid for directly by the Liaison Committee in 1982
(in part1cular travel expenses and mission allowances in Brussels) were
up to 1981 paid for out of the Commission's operating budget, which is
now therefore relieved of the said expenditure.
2.6. Miscellaneous activities

Among the various activities not immediately classifiable under any of
the above headings, reference should be made to a specific Commission
operation aiming to ensure optimum utilization of the fund of experience
accumulated by the NGOs in the development field.
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Indeed, the characteristics of autonomy and flexibility which are
peculiar to the NGOs enable them to experiment directly in the field
with new ideas or techniques entailing a relatively high Level of risk
while ensuring that there is the smallest possible time lag between
conception, execution and analysis of the results. This comparative
advantage has enabled the NGOs to accumulate a considerable and varied
body of data, sometimes unpublished, regarding development at "grass
roots" Level - in the technical, sociological, ecological fields. etc.
These ideas have the advantage of being based on experimentation which
has already been carried out and evaluated in practical terms and which
can therefore be reproduced, with all necessary

prudenc~,

in the same

socio-cultural context.
The Commission therefore began in 1982 a study which proposes to analyse
first of all the NGO projects cofinanied to date by the Communities with
a view to pinpointing those which reflect an original approach

~o s~andard

problems. Eight specific topics linked to the satisfaction of basic needs
in the spirit of the specel programme to combat hunger in the world,
have been selected (village reafforestation and techniques for saving
firewood, village water supply, optimum use of oilseeds, conservation and
processing of cereals, alternative construction methods, utilization of
agricultural and household waste, savings and rural credit).
As soon as the results of this initial phase - which are expected shortly
- are available, the analysis can be widened to bring in a certain number
of European NGOs which are particularly qualified in this area. The
Commission hopes that this operation will make it possible to identify
the technologies and approaches that can be taken over and transposed,
or even generalized, both by NGO circles and by providers of public funds.
Finally, the problems of volunteers received the Commission's particular
atterition in 1982. Following contacti established with specialized NGOs,
a joint NGO-cE~ working party was set up to tackle certain problems,
notably in the social security field, and place them in a European context.
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3. INSTITUTIONAL CONTACTS
The contacts between the Committee on Development and Cooperation of the
European Parliament and the Liai~on Commit~ee continued in 1982.
The special interest which Parliament continues to show in the activities
of the development NGOs was once again confirmed by the presence of its
President, ~r Dankert, at the opening of the European Assembly of NGOs
on 30 March 1982.
The Council's Working Party on Development Cooperation took note in May 1982
of the Commission's annual report for 1981. Constructive discussions on the
various aspects of ·Ec~NGOcooperation also took place during the second
half of the year.
On 22 September 1982, the Commission departments organized a meeting in
Bru~sels between the officials with special responsibility for cooperation
with the respective national NGOs in the Member Statesr administrations.
That meeting, the first since November 1979, made it possible to obtain an
idea of the similar features and also of the specific national features
of the government approach to the various aspects of cooperation with the
NGOs (cofinancing, education of public opinion, food aid, emergency aid,
volunteers). This analysis work was set out in synoptic tables permitting
a systematic comparison of the various cooperation arrangements between the
Member States and the NGOs and al~o between the organizations and the
Commission.
The second part of the meeting, which brought in the members of the Liaison
Committee, eriabled the latter to put their viewpoint in a European context
and to carry out an assessment of the administrations' ideas and prospects
for their cooperation with the NGOs in the years to come.
In the unanimous view of the participants, the meeting had been
useful and deserved to be repeated at closer intervals.

e~tremely
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4. TRENDS AND PROSPECTS
The year 1982 was characterized by a considerable intensification of cooperation with the NGOs, which demonstrated their capacity to utilize without
problems or interruption-a cofinancing budget that had been suddenly
doubled. Moreover, the NGOs were able to cope with the increased role which
the Commission entrusted to them in the matter of emergency operations,
notably in Poland.
In this context, it would appear that 1983 will be a period of consolidation. The revised general conditions of cofinancing were introduced
at the beginning of 1982 and have not raised any major problems in their
application, which will thus continue. A draft revision of the general
conditions for the cofinancing of development education projects is currently
being prepared and will be the subject of consultations with the NGOs
before being finalized.
The percentage of the funds earmarked for development education in Europe
will be revised in the light of the increased total budget availabilities,
the objective being the 10 % of article 941 which the majority of the NGOs
.have insistently called for on many occasions. It is certain that the renegotiation of the second Lome Convention will be one of the very topical
themes in 1983 for the NGOs specializing in public opinion work.
In 1983 the Communtiies will continue to follow the problems regarding
volunteers, increasing the contacts already established with the partners
concerned.
It is envisaged that the first NGO- 'ECproject evaluation carried out in
1980 will be followed in 1983-84 by a

se~ond

enlarged exercise comprising

not only NGO- ECprojects but also operations either financed by the NGOs
with the Member Siates or financed by the NGOs alone. Preparations for this
exercise began at the end of 1982 and will continue in 1983. At the same
time, the analysis of appropriable technologtes, which is currently being
undertaken, will be continued and completed in 1983.
The possibility of increasing the percentage earmarked for block grants
and of encouraging the formation of ~pplicant NGOs into consortiums also
merits study, without however forgetting the need for diversification.
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Finally, although the total cofinancing budget was considerably increased
in 1982, it is still the case that despite this increase an equally considerable number of admissible projects (equivalent to 50 % of the 1982.
budget and 45 % of the 1983 budget) had to be carried over to 1983. The
Commission therefore hopes that the Community decision-making bodies will
show the same sensitivity as in the past in response to the confidence
shown by the European NGOs in Community cooperation.
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BREAKDOWN OF COMMUNITY FUNDS BY MEMBER STATES (1982)

~PROVED

No of
N° of
NGOs projects

PROJECTS

of which
Block-grants

Community oontribution in
ECU

BELGIUM
DENMARK

17

43

8

3.924.256

6

9

-

1.310.033

GERMANY

15

33

1

5.021.463

FRANCE
IRELAND
ITALY
LUXEMBOURG
NETHERLANDS
UNITED KINGDOM

22

50

5

4.637.466

5

16

2

1.203.744

15

33

3

3.247.815

3
4

5

1

139.176

13

2

1.833.544

20

60

3

4.138.951

PUBLIC EDUCATION

45

46

-

1.317.727

152

308

25

26.774.175

LIAISON COMMITTEE

-

-

-

145.454

TO BE CARRIED OVER
TO 1983 (1)

-

-

-

1.449.789

TOTAL

28.369.418

(2)

=======================-=========-=========-================================(1) Dissociated credits carried over to the following year.
(2) Including credits carried over from 1981.
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BREAKDOWN BY RECIPIENT COUNTRY OF NGO PROJECTS COFINANCED IN 1982

Project
reference No
ALGERIE
ONG /41/82/B
OXFAM-B

Brief description
Equipping of three educational
and health centres for preschool Sahraoui children,
Tindouf region.

Total cost
in ECU
323.060

TOTAL:
ANGOLA
ONG/129/82/F
CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
D'INFORMATION
SUR L'AFRIQUE
AUSTRALE
(C.R.I.A.A.)

Assistance for Namibian
"refugees at the Mavulu
centre.

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost
161.530
50 %

161.530

82.534

TOTAl:

41.267
50 %
41.267

ANTILLES
NEERLANDAISES
ONG/14/82/NL
HET NEDERLANDSE
RODE KRUIS

ARGENTINA
ONG 214/82/D
ZENTR ALSTELLE
FOR
ENTWI CKLUNG SHILFE

BANGLADESH
ONG/16/82/DK
BRUG SFORENING SBEVOEGELSENS
-~I~I!sfQ~Q

______ _

ONG/43/82/UK
WAR ON WANT
(W.O .W.)

------------------

Setting up of a blood bank
in Aruba.

118.452

TOTAL:

Support for an artisanal
training centre by equipping
a workshop for apprentices,
Gregorio Laferrere.

59.226

139.479

TOTAL:

Acquisition of pumps for
cooperatives, Chapai
Nawabganj region.
Education and training
programme for farmers and
women in the districts of
Rangpur, Bogra, Jamalpur,
Tangail, Kh~stia, Jessore,
Khulna, Faridpur, Comilla
and Noakahali.
~-------------------------------------

59.226
50 %

65.555
47 %

65.555

13.935

314.298

10.451
75 %

--------------------163.435
52 %

----------~--------------------
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Project
reference No
ONG /141/82 /UK
OXFAM

Total cost
in ECU

Brief description
Support for a health
programme, Saidpur region.

37.390

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost
18.695
50 %

-------------------------------------------------------- ----------- -------------------ONG/162/82 /UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

Family Planning Association
- training of women in
mother-and-infant health care
-training in family planning
for young people,
influential personalities,
farmers and the armed
forces.

98.296

ONG /210/82 I IT
MAN! TESE

Improvement of agricultural
production by the setting up of
an irrigation system,
Rajshahi district.

39.949

49.148

so

%

15.580
39 %

-------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------ONG/BG/8/82/UK
OXFAM

Closure of the abattoir outside
Saidpur.

4.968

TOTAL:
BARBADOS
ONG/53/82/UK
THE METHODIST
CHURCH

2.484
50 %
259.793

Building and equipping of a
cr~che at Worthing

176.944

TOTAL:

88.472
so %
88 .472

BENIN
ONG /BG /22/82/ F
ASSOCIATION
FRANCAISE DES
VOLONTAIRES
DU PROGRES
(A.F.V.P.)
BHUTAN
ONG/40/82/UK
OXFAM

Participation in a programme
of small-scale water
engineering and training of
well-sinkers, Malanville
district.
TOTAL:

Laying out of vegetable gardens
and orchards for demonstration
~~c~2~~~-tac2~ga2~t_ta~_£2~~!cl

ONG/48/82/UK
OXFAM

-------------------

40.276

6.847
17 %

6.847

30.861

_____ _

23.146
75 %

Acquisition of four ambulances for
30.988
23.241
the health centres at Sibsoo, Tong sa,
75 %
Samdrupjonkar and Kalikhola
-------------------------------------------------~--------------------
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CEC grant in ECU
Total cost
Project
Brief description
0
and
i. of total cost
in
ECU
reference tJ
------------~--------------------~------T-----------~
9.934
4.967
O~IG/BG/R/82/UK
Acquisition of generators a~d solar
50%
panels for three schools, one
OXFAII'I
hospital and one radio station,
Burrthang district.

I

91 .336
TOT.aL :
I
!==================== ================================================== =====================

IBOLIVIJ\.
!

i o~:G /68/82 IF

I COmTE FRA~!CAIS
I CONTRE LA FAH1
(C.F.C.F.)
~-------------------O~'G/114/82/

.
F
' COnTE CATHOLIOUE
'CO~TRE LA FAI~ ET
! POUR u: DEVELOPPE-

Programme for the rural development
of the inter-Andean valleys in the
department of La Paz, Ca~atho
province.

845.380

338.152
40%

Builrling of an access bridge. at
Omereque, Cochabamba departrrent,
province of Campero.

274.428

137.214
50%

iii'H'T

I (C.C.F.D.)
~--------------------

: ONG/89/82/UK
! HELP THE AGED

Extension of an old people's centre
at Trinidad, Beni region.

78.618

39.309
50%

'O~IG/177/82/B

Programme to encourage the participation of peasant women in the rural
areas of Potosi depart~ent.

50.220

25.110
50%

Agricultural development in Cochabamba 805.789
~epart~e~t involving the organization
of peasant communities and production,
marketing and sales cooperatives.

362.605
45%

Support for an integrated rural
development rrogramme in Cochabamba
department, Camacho province.

144.048
50%

OXFIW
,

G~'G/192/82/B

S.O.S. FAH'

~--------------------

/82/D
DEUTSCHE ~lELT
HUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

O~IG/231

288.096

TOTAL :
~====================

1.046.438

================================================== =====================

i

I BOTS\·IAt!A
! Q~IG/46/82/UK

! QUJ\KER
I

A~ID

PEACE
SFRVICE

Building of a comrr:unity centre for
refugees at Mogoditshane,
Gaborone region.
TOTAL :

207.595

120.405
58%
120.405

!===================== ================================================== =====================
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Project
rf'ference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and i. of total cost

RRASIL
ONG 191 18 2 I I RL

I GORT/:..

,-------------------ONGI1061821D
I SOZIAL-·
CKLliNGSHIL FE
1

U~ID

ETN~'I

Accuisition of equipment for an
agricultural cooperative, Miracema
do Norte, State of Goias.

153.534

76.767
50%

Building of a vocational training
centre for adults and young people
in Cuiaba, State of Mato Grosso.

145.034

68.166
47%

80.064

40.032
50%

DES KOLPINGWERKES

!-------------------O~'G 1118182 IL

ACTION FORMATION
CADRES SOLIDARITE
TIERS-MONDE

1I

--------------------

Mass education :
- vocational training,
- advancement cf women,
- cooperation with neighbourhood
communities,
-assistance to urban and rural
workers'organizations,
- coordination of the various groups
at regional and Local Level,
at Porto de Santana, Itaquari,
Campo Grande, Vilha Vela, Catapina,
Colatina and Linhaus in the
Victoria region.
-------------------------------------

------------

157.980

7R.990
50%

Building of a social centre at
Nova Pitanga, State of Bahia.

80.546

40.273
50%

Support for a rehabilitation
centre for blind people, in particular the acquisition of a braille
machine, Belo Horizonte.

89.892

44.946
50%

OI\IG/BG/2182/B

Purchase of a vehicle for a fishfarming anr. agricultural training
centre at Barra de Itaipe.

10.696

5.455
51%

O~IG/BG/3/82/8

Community education for Landless
far~ers in the Ronda Alta region.

7.047

FRERES DES HOMMES

3.454
48%

Construction of two silos at
Angelim and Sanjoa, State of
Pernam Boucou.

17.916

CIMME

8.958
50%

9.934

4.967
50%

OMG/1751821D
LATEINAMERIKA
zn•TRUM

Buildinq of a rural training unit
at riteroi.

O~'G 1183182 I L
RRIDDERLICH DELEN
O~IG/224/82/D

Lf,Tf.HJAi"lERIKA
ZENTRUM

corrrF

!--------------------• ONG/5GI7/82/ F
1

I

~---------------------

1

i

m!G/AG/8/82/UK

OXFM:

I ---------------------.

Support for the building of a
community centre at Bahia, Palmeiras
de Central.

---------------------
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Project
rPference tJ 0

O~'G/BG/11/82/F

S.O.S. FAIM

ONG/EG/18/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

Co~mu~ity development in the
communes of Feira de Sa~tana,
Serrinha, Araci and Ichl.i :
- assistance for smal~scale rural
producers;
- community health care;
-setting up fo two flour mills;
- manufacture of "doces"
- stock-farming.

42.792

Equipping of a carpentry training
centre, Portovelho.

10.140

--------------------------------------------------

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

10.698
25%

5.070
50%
387.775

TOTAL :

:==================== ================================================== =====================
BURUNDI
O~IG/42/82/UK
ACTIO~~

AID

O~'G/52/82/UK

ACTIOtJ A10

Integration of handicapped people
into the rural econo~y by means
of hydroponic cultivation in
P.ujumbura and surrounding areas.
Integrated rural development, in
particular the setting up of two
animal traction centres in Rugoti
and Gisuru, Ruyigi province,
and the buildino and operation of
a methane ~igester.

54.214

27.107
50%

------------ --------------------198.918

99.459
50%

O~'G/134/82/

IT
AS SOC H\Z ION F.
IHLIANA SOCI
COSTRUTORRI IPO

Support for an agricultural,
health care, artisanal and
Literacy training programme for the
inhabitants of the Gisanze region,
r.uyinga province.

302.967

166.632
55%

O~'G/196/82/IT

Building of a hangar and
acquisition of a grading mill,
Kinzerere, Mutoyi and Gitega.

245.470

147.282
60%

\IOLONTARI ITALIM!l.
SOLIDARIETA PAESI
E~ERG EfJT I
(V.I.S.P.E.)

TOTAL :

'
F=======================================================================

440.480
.~===================
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Project
reference ~Jo

I

SERVICE LAIQUE DE
COOPERATION AU
n1ENT
I1. DEVELOPP
(S.L.C.D.)
I

: O~lG/209/82/IT
MOVIMENTO SVILUPPO
E PACE
' (M.S.P.)
i

!

--------------------

I O~'G/223/82/UK

I

WAR 0~1 ~IANT
(W.O.W.)

I
,

O~!G/244/82/D

i

(

~'EL

TFR IEDENSDiniST

~!. F • D • )

i

I -------------------'

O~IG/BG/12/82/B

POUR LA
! COOPERATION AU
FO~IDS

;
I

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

CABO VERDE

I ONG/77 /82/B

'

Brief description

of a creche in the
Fazenda quarter, Praia, Santiago
Island.

98.615

53.252
54%

Hydro-agricultural development and
support for organizing 80 families
into ar. agricultural production
cooperative at Praia Formosa,
Santiago Island.

199.793

119.876
60%

Support for the programme for
setting up 44 cooperatives for
agricultural production, artisanal
fishing and distribution in the
islands of Sao Tiago and Santo
Antao.

310.354

155.177
50%

Rural development in the Maio
region :
irrigation, vegetable growing,
support for fisheries and
development of cooperativEs.

470.098

235.049
50%

Support for the activities of
the Cape Verdian Solirlarity
Institute.

22.134

11.067
50%

9.368

4.684
50%

Co~pletion

DEVF:LOPPEMENT
(F.C.D.)

' ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSC~E WELTHUNGER
HILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Advancement of women : dressrr.aking
classes for wo~en, island of
Santo Antao.
TOTAL :

579.105

l===================== =======================================================================
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Project
rPference ~J 0

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % ~f total cost

CAMFROUt·!

I 01\'G/212/82/F
! CO~OTE

CATHOLIQUE
I CONTRE LA FAIM ET
! POUR LE DEVELOPI PEMENT

180.758

90.379
50%

298.476

149.238
50%

rquipping of a training centre for
young people in the department
of LekiP.

6.702

3.351
50%

Acquisition of a vehicle for rural
extension purposes, as part of
the integratec development of
village com~unities in the ~istrict
of Makerene.

10.214

5.107
50%

Support for an appropriate rural
training programme for young girls,
Akum.

5.070

2.535
50%

Building and equipping of a rural
community centre at Gaban,
Kaele arrondissement, depart ment
of Diamare.

47.500

9.025
19%

Acquisition of equipment for the
training of rural carpenters,
Garoua region.

31.562

9.153
29%

Equipping of a vocational training
centre at N'Gaoundere, department
of Amadoua.

!-~~~=~~~~~~--------- r------------------------------------Welfare and health programme and
' ONG /243/82 I IT
CENTRO ORIENTAMENTO
I EDUCATIVO

I

I
:

(C.O.E.)

-------------------/1(1/82/8
O~'G/8G

i OYFM~-B

1____________________ _

'

I ONG/BG/15/82/F

SECOURS CATHOLIQLIE

;

--------------------ONG/BG/18/82/IRL

I

TROC!liRE

r--------------------ONG/BG/22/82/F
ASSOCIATION
FRANCAISE DES
' VOLO~ITAIRES DU
i PROGRES
, (A.F.V.P.)
1

O~:G/BG/23/82/F

ASSOCIATION
' FRM!CAISE DES
i VOLO~ITAIRES DU
1 PROGRES
i (A.F.V.P.)
t

I

I

vocational training,
Ossoessam.

TOTAL :

!===================== =====================================

268.788
============~====================

•
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

CHILE
ONG/38/82/B
SOLIDARITE
MONDIALE

Development of the Alicahue valley
404.956
by improving agricultural production,
marketing the crops and granting
credits, province of Petorca

----------------------------------------------------------------ONG /60/82/ IT
Improving the overall situation of
328.998
MOVIMENTO
SVILUPPO·E PACE
(M.S.P.)

100 families in the Peralillo
region, province of Colchagua, by
means of programmes on:
- family orchards
- adapted training
- horticulture
- poultry farming
- pig breeding
- housing improvements.

ONG/115/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE CONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR LE
DE VELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)

Contribution to the aid programme
for the "Departemento Zonas" of the
Vicaria de La Solidaridad in Santiago.

-------------------------------------~-----------

0NG/136/82/IT
Support for a central unit for the
MOVIMENTO
advancement of women in the SanSVILUPPO E PACE
__________ _ tiago region

268.876

-----------

194.379
48 %

164.499
50 %

45.709
17 %

400.568

200.284
50 %

Support for an agriculture and stock- 156.088
farming programme for Indians in the
La Arocania region.

26.535
17 %

-~tl~~&ft

ONG/179/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------ONG/BG/13/82/D
Support for the stock-farming
6.244
3.122
DEUTSCHE
WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

.. cooperative at Las Trapiales, Temoco.

50 %

TOTAL:

634.528

CISJORDANIE ET
GAZA
ONG /9/82 /UK
THE ORDER OF
ST. JOHN

Setting up of mobile medical units,
training centre and nursery and
the acquisition of medical equipment, Jerusalem and surrounding
area.

433.456

216.728
50 %
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Project
reference No
ONG/15/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID

Brief description
Setting up of family centres at
Qubeibeh, Beit Ur, Deir Dibwan
and Bidia.

Total cost
in ECU
584.894

TOTAL:
COLOMBIA
ON&/BG/14/82/NLNOVIB
ONG/BG/25/82/B
COOPIBO

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost
280.749
48 %
497.477

Support for a system of basic
health care in the slums of Bogota.
Support for artisanal worker's
trade union at Figue, production
and marketing of potato sacks,
San Gil, department of Santander.

8.902
20.013

4.273
48 %

r-------------------9.206
46 %

13.479

TOTAL:
COTE D'IVOIRE
ONG/150/82/ F
CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE
DEVELOPPEMENT
ET DE RECHERCHE
(C.I.D.R.)
---------~---------

ONG/265/82/F
MEDICO
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCE

Motivation of villagers to improve
household management at Bie Yoagouen,
Man region.

36.360

-----------------------------------r-----------r-------------------Buildin'] and equipping of a mother
98.702
49.351
and infant care centre at -the leprosarium at Manikro, Bouake.

------------------------------------------------------- ---------ONG/BG/18/82/IRL
Training and education of women in
10.140
TROCAIRE

DJIBOUTI
ONG/149/82/F
CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE
DEVELOPPEMENT ET
DE RECHERCHE
(C.I.D.R.)

18 .18G
50 %

the diocise of Katiola
TOTAL:

50 %
~--------------------

5.070
50 %

72.601

Development of market gardening in
102.094
the wadis of Petit and Grand Douda,
Damerjog, Atar and Loyoda by
training and advising market gardeners.
Development of stock-farming in the
Tadjourah district by providing
extension services for stock-farmers.

51.047
50 %

TOTAL:

51 .047

,'

-

Project
reference No

~6

-

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

DOMINICA
ONG/198/82/L
BRIDDERLICH
DELEN
ONG/258/82/B
WITHUIS
VOLONTA~IAAT

Training of teaching staff, acquisition of teaching materials for
a pre-school educational programme
_!b£QY9DQY1-1b~_£QYD!r~~------------6uilding of a community and health
centre at Newton, Roseau.
TOTAL:

30.247

12.099
40 %

134.548

67.274
50 %
79.373

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
ONG/54/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
_iQ~~~~~~~2

______ _

ONG/BG/7/82/F
CIMADE
ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE
WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)
ONG/BG/16/82/F
COMITE CATHOLI QUE CONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)

400.370 ·
Improvement in agricultural .
productivity in the regions of
Santiago Rodrigues, Montecristi and
_Q2i2~QDL-~£QYiD£~_Qf_Y~1Y~rg~~------ ----------Acquisition of equipment and setting
13.436
up of a crisis relief centre in the
event of cyclones.
-------------------------------------~-----------

200.185
50 %

6.718
50 %

Acquisition of a building for
youth training, Santo Domingo.

24.980

12.490
50 %

Support for the Dominican Study
and Education Centre; Santo
Domingo

26.291

9.202
35 %

TOTAL:

228.595

ECUADOR
ONG/20/82/IRL
GORTA

ONG/55/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

ONG/59/82/IT
MAN! TESE

Aid for farmers in the regions of
Balzas, Cerezal, Bellavista, Salanguillo and Manantial de Guangala,
province of Guayas, by improving
the irrigation system and sinking

-~~hh~~-----------------------------Support for a cooperative to build
subsidized housing:
-electricity supplies for 540
houses,
- building of a community centre at

133.428

66.714
50 %

44.747

14.319
32 %

---~i2e~~e~~-------------------------r----------and equipping of a centre
for training in carpentry and
mechanics at Lago Agrio, province
of Napa

~uilding

282.067

67.696
24 %
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&

Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

ONG /137/82 I IT
TERRA NUOVA

Integrated rural development in
the Central west province:
- advancement of women
- training of young people to
combat the drift to the towns,
- literacy programme,
- setting up of a peasant farmers'
organization.

402.884

149.067
37 %

ONG/199/82/F
COMITE FRANCAIS
CONTRE LA .FAIM
(C.F.C.F.)

Support programme for rural
development, province of Azuay.

621.083

298.120
48 %

ONG/BG/8/82/UK
OXFAM

Support for OPIP <organiza9ion de
Pueblos Indigenas de Pastaza) which
aims to unite the 60 Indian
commu~ies of the Pastaza region.

14.947

5.381
36 %

9.936

4.968
50 %

Acquisition of a vehicle for the
programme of the canton of Paute,
province of Azuay.
ONG/BG/14/82/NL
NOVIB

Advancement of women: setting up
of a dressmaking workshop, El Angel.

18.314

9.157
50 %

ONG/BG/25/82/B
COOPIBO

Installation of t~o d~~ss~aking
workshops, Quito region.

21.733

9.780
45 %

ONG/BG/7/82/F
CIMADE

Acquisition of a vehicle for the
programme at Paute.

11.198

5.599
50 %

TOTAL:

630.801

~

ONG/166/82/D
DEUTSCHER
CARITASVERBAND

Training programme for youth
workers in Cairo and Alexandria.
TOTAL:

186.082

93.041
50 %
93.041
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total ~ost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

ETHIOPIA
ONG I 45/82 /UK
OXFAM

Integrated health programme in the
areas of Arba Minch,Clencha, Jinka,
region of Garno Goffa.

71.200

35.600
50 X

ONG/73/82 /F
TERRE DES
HOMMES - F

Multi-disciplinary "Nomadep" project in the Awash region, KassemKabana area

318.168

149.539
47 %

ONG/117/82/UK
OXFAM

Provision of water supplies by
sinking wells at Geleb and Hamer-

53.646

26.823
50 %

_§2£2--------------------------------

ONG/211/82/F
Support for a rural education
485.147
COMITE CATHOprogramme divided into three ~ecLIQUE CONTRE
tions:
LA FAIM ET
- applied agronomics;
POUR LE DEVE- training of young people;
LOPPEMENT
- appropriate village technologies,
_£f~f~f~~~~------ ---~i92~2-r~~i£a,_er2~ia£~_2f-~212~!~ ----------ONG/BG/9/82/UK
support for a nutritional training
18.054
THE SAVE THE
programme in the province of
CHILDREN FUND
Haerge.

194.059
40 %

9.027
50 %

_£§~f~E~~--------
oNGtsGt10t82ts
OX FAM-B

FIJI
ONG/122/82/DK
DAN CHUR CHAI D

ONG/165/82/UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
(S.C.F.)
GABON
ONG/12/82/D
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL

Support for a school providing
adapted skills for Eritrea~ refugees of all ages.
TOTAL :

16.752

8.376
50 %
423.424

See the project in the Pacific
paragraph

Extension of a centre for handicapped children at Suva

-----------r-------------------185.298
92.649
50 %

TOTAL:
Equipping of the Laboratory at
the Albert Schweitzer hospital
at Lambarene.
TOTAL:

92.649
68.014

34.007
50 %
34.007
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Project
reference No

TotaL cost
in ECU

Brief description

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

GAMBIA
ONG/248/82/NL
ICCO

Building and equipping of a training
centre, Serra-Kunda, New Jeswang

ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H .• )

Promotion of a cooperative kitchen
garden, Demba Kunda, Upper River
Division.
TOTAL:

6.244

Equipping of a vocational training
centre, Akaporiso
TOTAL:

3.042

Setting up of six demonstration
farms for the marketing and distribution of agricultural production
at Mirabeau, La Sagesse, Black Bay,
Belle Vue St. Andrews, Bon Accord
and Belle Vue.

580.562

226.419
39 %.

Building and equipping of an ophat St. G~orge's.

128.979

55.461
43 %

14.902

7.451
50 %

GHANA
ONG /BG /27/82/ IRL
GORTA

GRENADA
ONG /7/82 /UK
WAR ON WANT
(W.O.W.)

ONG/47/82/UK
ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY
fQB_!~L§!:!~L

288.470

tha(~6l6gical ~nit

ONG/BG/8/82/UK
OXFAM

Support for a programme to develop
cooperatives throughout the country.

ONG /BG I 14/82 /NL
NOVIB

Support for a women's education
programme at St. George's.

---------6.104

~-------------------

3.052
50 %

292.383

!L
1

(3)

1.521
50 %

___ _

1

l

%

1.521

l
!'

1 .•

3.122

so

147.357

TOTAL:

I

144.235
50 %

I
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Project
reference No

Total cost
in ECU

Brief description

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

GUIN EE BISSAU
ONG/121/82/DK
DEVELOPMENT AID
FROM PEOPLE TO
PEOPLE

Building and equipping of a vocational school in the province -of
Quinara.

OI\IG/154/82/D
DEUTSCH!; WELTHUNGERHilFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Provision of water supplies for a
cooperative at Bissau

ONG/BG/10/82/B
OXFAM-B
ONG/BG/16/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE CONTRE
LA FAIM ET
POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)
HAITI
ONG/31/82/B
PROT OS

ONG /143/82/ DK
DANCHURCHAID

-----------------------------------Support for a youth training centre

ONG/260/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELT:HUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

117.603
50 %

r-----------r-------------------47.612
23.806
50 %
~-----------

12.286

at Bissau

6.143
50 %

in Bissau and Pluba

9.202
29 %

-------------------------------------r----------Assistance to cooperative groups
31.731

TOTAL:

156.754

Building and equipping of a
nutritional centre and equipping
of five existing centres, Port-auPrince

166.154

94.708
57 %

Setting up of a network of health
centres in 23 Localities, based on
preventive and educational medicine,

967.134

367.511
38 %

646.922

323.461
50 %

646.922

323.461
50 %

_gc2ia2s~_2og_u~!ci!i2o

ONG /2 46/82/ D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

235.206

_____________ _

Repairs to and extension of the
irrigation system and improvement
of lands, Trois Rivieres
Programme of integrated rural
. development at Abraham
TOTAL:

1.109.141
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Project
reference No

Total cost
in ECU

Brief description

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

HAUTE-VOLT A
Land improvement in the Sahel and
Yatenga

ONG/133/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
_iQ~~~~~~~!

_if~~~f~b~~~tl~!

.so

%

Improvement and coordination of
measures for handicapped people,
particularly the building and
equipping of workshops to assemble
wheelchairs, and advisory, informa-

83.906

41.953
50 %

Construction of a health care centre
and maternity unit at Kaboudar

52.036

26.018
50 %

30.206

15.103
50 %

__ _ _!i2Q-~Q~-!~~iQiQg_§~~Yi£~§--~------

ONG /233/82/ F
SECOURS

EQE~~~!~s

150.949

______ _

ONG/191/82/F
CO'MITE NATIONAL
FRANCAIS POUR
LA READAPTATLON
DES HANDICAPES

_

301.898

_______ _

ONG/249/82/ F
EAU VIVE

-~~iY~!-~~~~Q9i§~~~~Q!

______________ _

Construction of a cellular cofferdam at Goromboulli

.
------------------------------------Campaign to stop leaving the Land
.

ONG /BG /1/82/ IT
MOVIMENTO
SVILUPPO E PACE
(M.S.P.)

through the construction and
fitting out of rural youth centres
at VilLa, Thyou region, Department
Qf
~test-Cel"'t: re.
Support of stock-farming activities
in the Koudougou region
Support for an agricultural youth
group; sinking and equipping of a
well for the reafforestation of the
_y~~2-r~ai2Q

ONG/BG/10/82/B
OXFAM-8
ONG /BG /13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)
ONG/BG/14/82/NL

23.232

11 .616
50 %

15.670

7.835
50 %
7.564
50 %

15.128

________________________ _

Support for a well-sinking pro·gramme
in the Ouargaye region

------------------------------------Construction of a warehouse for a

13.402
8.782

pharmacy cooperative, Gorom Gorom
Training programme for women, Djibo

5. 074 '

Setting up of a Literacy centre,

4.884

-~Q~!~------------ _b2~m~ih~---------------------------ONG /BG /24/82/NL
ICCO

Support for the national organization FEME to help implement small
projects in rural areas
TOTAL:

151.832

6. 701
50 %
5.269
60 %
2.537
______ 2Q_~---------2.442

------~Q-~---------75.916
50 %

353.903
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

HONDURAS
ONG/169/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

HONG KONG
ONG/BG/17/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN
INDIA
ONG /29/82/ F
SOLIDARITE

ONG /39/82/ UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

Rural promotion programme for women
in the departments of Ocotepeque,
Copan, Lempira, Santa Barbara,
Cortes and Yoro, Olancho, La Paz,
Comayagua, El Paraiso, Francisco
Morazan, Choluleta and Valle
TOTAL:

Family planning instructi'on for
Vietnamese refugees
TOTAL:

40.274
18 %

40.274

22.406

11 .203

so

%

11 .203

Installation of people's pharmacies
and the cultivation of medicinal
plants in Gaya-Hazaribagh district,
Bihar State

217.371

106.S12
49 %

Family planning association:
- introductory course in preventive medicine and family
planning for women;
- family planning in the region of
Deesa Taluka, Banaskantha
district;
setting up of SO women's clubs,
Parivar Pragati Mandals;
family welfare programmes in
Thane district, Maharashtra
State;
family planning instruction for
communities in the Malur Talluk
region

72.348

36.174
SO %

219.726

101.074
46 %

37.932

11.7S9
31 %.

ONG/S1/82/UK
Family education programme:
POPULATION
promotion of family planning in
-~~~~!£~~--------- _!~~-~i£iai!~_2!_Q~l~i--------------ONG/80/82/UK
OXFAM

223.744

Improvement of agricultural production by sinking 30 wells in the
vicinity of Fatepura and ChainpuraToonwa, Sikar district, Rajasthan
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Project
reference No
ONG/128/82/IT
MOVIMENTO
SVILUPPO E
PACE
(M.S.P.)
ONG/131/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE
CONTRE LA FAIM ET
POUR LE DEVELOPPE
MENT
(C.C.F.D.)

ONG/138/82/L
AIDE A
L 'ENFANCE DE
-~~!~Qs

__________ _

ONG/147/82/F
LES AMIS DE
SEVA SANGH
SA MIT I
ONG/152/82/D
DEUTSCHE
AUSSATZIGEN
-~!~E~~s~~-------
oNG/167/82/uK
WAR ON WANT
(W.O.W.)

366.273

219.764
·60 %

Reclamation by the Sarva Seva Farms
of waste land in the village of
Rangasamudra, Tumkur district,
Karnataka and in the villages of
Vadugapatti, Lathur, Jari-Usilampatti, Shantipuram, Bommiahpuram,
Padamanabhamangalam, Meyyapuram,
State of Tamil Nadu
-----------------------------~------Building and equipping of an artisanal production centre· for women
at Kumta, State of Karnataka

410.980

246.588
60 %

64.118

32.059
50 %

Irrigation in the Amta region,
West Bengal

340.178

170.089

Programme for the social rehabilitation of lepers: setting up of
workshops at Shenoynagar, Madras

145.080

72.540
50 %

Support for a group of cooperatives,
Hyderabad, State of Andhra Pradesh

215.402

92.623
43 %

71.206

34.179
48 %

ONG/170/82/F
ASSOCIATION
POUR COMBATTRE
LA MALNUTRITION
PAR ALGOCUl.TURE
SIMPLIFIEE
(A.C.M.A.)

Installation of biogas and algo~
culture equipment in the village
of Karla, State of Maharashtra.

ONG/172/82/UK
OXFAM

Support for a drainage development
programme covering 45 villages in
Paithan Taluka and 15 villages in
Ambad Ta, district of Aurangabad,

ONG/180/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

~

I

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

Reclamation by the Sarva Seva
Farms of waste land in the villages
of Korri Bank, Koradigh and Ranga,
Santal Paraganas district, State
of Bihar

-~tg!~_Q!_~~b2t2~b!r2

,,
r,·.

Total cost
in ECU

Brief description·

so r.

-----------------------------88.066
44.033
50 %

_______________ _

Family planning association:
- development programmes in rural
and urban areas
~ education of young people

3S.664

17.832
so %
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\
Project
reference No
ONG/187/82/NL
NOVIB

\

Total cost
in ECU

Brief desc~iption
Support for an integrated rural
devaopment programme in the
district of Khamman, State of

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

1.352.590

135.259
10 %

920.010

193.202
21 %

85.852

42.926
50 %

149.840

74.920
50 %

41.451

16.995
41 %

91.395

43.870
48 %

173.731

62.543
36 =%

--~U9Ut~_Er29~~~--------------------
ONG/188/82/NL
NOVIB

Support for an integrated rural
development programme in Khamman

__ gi~!ti£!L_§!2!~_Qf_~~~~~~-Et22~~~-
ONG 12051E!21 IT
CENTRO ITALIANO
DI COLLABORAZIONE PER LO
SVILUPPO
EDIZIONE NELLE
NAZIONI
EMERGENT!
_i£~!~£~~~~~~~~~~

ONG/213/82/D
DEUTSCHE$
AUSSATZIGEN
-~!kf~~~~~-------
ONG/239/82/ IT
MAN! TESE

Reclamation of waste land and
setting-up of a small industry,
Manickampatti, State of Tamil
Nadu

'

''
------------------------------------Support for a social tehabilitation

centre for lepers at Nalgonda

Improvement of agricultural
productbn by sinking wells, Vellore
--~~r~-~r£~!_9i~!ri£!

ONG/264/82/UK
WAR ON WANT
(W.O.W.)

ONG/269/82/NL
CEBEM

_______________ _

Acquisition of equipment for fisheries, training in fish-farming
and health care, advancement of
women in North Arcot, Chingleput
and South Arcot districts, State

--~1-I~~il-~~g~----------------------

construction of subsidized housing
in the villages of Kondaveedu, Sankuranthipadu and Karachola of

__ §~~!~rL_§!~!~-~1-~~g~r~_Er~9~~~---- ----------- --------------------·
ONG/BG/1/82/IT
MOVIMENTO
SVILUPPO E
PACE
(M.S.P.)

support for the actWities of the
Sarva Seva Farms Association in the
district of Gaya, State of Bihar:
- reclamation of 40 acres of land
in the villages of Shekwara and
Mathiani,
- reclamation of 120 acres of land,

23.744

11.872
50 %

19.220

- ~eafforestation of 80 acres of
land

23.744

9.610
50 %
11.872
50 %

J

·~

J
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Project
reference No

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and r. of total cost

Construction of 120 housing units
for "pariah", Chelur, Mangalore
region
Acquisition of a mobile clinic,
Javadhi Hills region, State of
Tamil Nadu

19.220

9.610
50 %

10.176

5.088
50 %

Sinking and equipping of eleven
wells, Javadhi Hills region, State

16.958

8.479
so %

Completion of a vocational training
establishment for young girls,
Padu Palayam, Cuddalore

8.828

4.414
50 %

Improving the living standards of
young girls in Ramnad Tirunelveli
and Kanyakumari districts by
creating more home employment

8.828

4.414
50 %

Reconstruction of an old well,
installation of an irrigation
network and an electrical water
pump in the department of Chingleput, State of Tamil Nadu
Support for 100 poor families by
introducing poultry farming,
village of Aroor, Cochin district,

6.474

Brief description

--------------------~1-I~~ii-~~g~----------------------ONG/BG/4/82/L
BRIDDERLICH
DELEN

3.237

50 %

5.296

2 .648
50 %

4.958

2.484
50 %

9.618

4.809
50 %

-~!2!~-~1-~~~~i~--------------------
ONG /BG /8/82/UK
UXFAr1

Acquisition of a vehicle under a
drinking water programme, region
of Santrampur and Dev-Gadh Baria,
_@~i~~~!

ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

ONG/BG/14/82/NL
NOVIB

____________________________ _

Sinking 30 wells under a drinking
water programme for the region of
Joka, West Bengal
Setting-up of a weaving workshop at
Arapanch, West Bengal
Rural development programme, Peria_e~!!iL-2!~!~-~1-I~~il_~~g~---------
Support for rural training in
tracks, irrigation and reafforestation, State of Maharashtra
Socio-economic development of the
village of Adimalathura
Support for rural development of
the Sanghams, Guntakal

4.964
11 .02 4
10.548

2.482

so

%

3.638

--------~~-~-------5.274
50 %

7.582

3.191
50 %

14.832

7.416

so

%
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Project
reference No
ONG/BG/27/82/IRL
GORTA

Total cost
in ECU

Brief description
Irrigation and setting-up of vegetable growing, Kotagiri, State of
Tamil Nadu

3.082

1.541
50 %

Agricultural training, Kochupally,
Chowara, Trivandrum district, State
of Kerala
Support for a fruit-growing centre, ·
Trichur district, State of Kerala

1.696

848
50 %

10.634

5.317
50 %
1.863.785

TOTAL:
INDONESIA
ONG/158/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

94.744

47.372
50 %

71 .930

35.965
50 %

Support for a rural development
organization, Bogor

7.618

3.809.
50 %

Acquisition of equipment for the
production of fish food, Bogor

8.888

4.444
50 %

Support for a credit development
project, Jatiragos, Karawang

7.936

Support for a community development

7.302

3.9o8
50 %
3.651

Family planning association:
- training for women in family
planning,
- promotion of purchasing cooperatives,
- setting-up of agricultural and
fishery cooperatives
regions of North ~akarta and West
Kalimantan;
- increasing the awareness of young
people as regards development
problems and the training of family planning counsellors in the
provinces of Sumetera, West Java,
East Java, Bali, East Nusa Tenggara, West Kalimantan, South Sula~------------------ ---~~~i_2QQ_YQ9~~~2r!2~-------------
ONG/159/82/UK
Family planning association, trainPOPULATION
ing of family pl~nning counsellors;
CONCERN
promoting the organization of-·
women's groups in the regions of
Bali, West Nusa Tenggara, West Java,
North Sumetera, Kalimantan and SuONG/BG/14/82/NL
.NOVIB

~------------------

ONG/BG/25/82/B
COOPIBO

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

-1~~~~1~-----------------------------

-~r92Di~2!iQQ,_I~92r~2ri

____________ _

Support for the setting-up of health
cooperatives, province of Sulawesi
Selaten
TOTAL:

20.808

-------~Q-~--------9.780
50 %

108.989

/

/
-1

r'
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

JORDAN
ONG /8/82/D
DEUTSCHER
CARITASVERBAND

Building and equipping of social
centres for settled nomads in the
Madaba district

809.416

299.484
37 %

ONG /17 4/82/D
EVANGE LI SCHES
MISSIONSWj:.RK IN .
SOD WESTDEUTSCHLAND

Support for an intensive vocational
training centre, Amman

545.530

147.293
27 %

TOTAL:
KENYA
ONG /S /82/ UK
OXFAM

Construction of a training centre
for blind people in Nairobi

ONG/19l82/IRL
GORTA

Integrated rural development of the
Nginyang region, Baringo district,
Rift Valley province

ONG/S8/82/IT
ISTITUTO PER LA
COOPERAZIONE
UNIVIi:RSIT ARIA
(I.C.U.)

Enlargement of a nutritional
training centre at Kibondeni,
Nairobi

-------------------~------------------------------------

ONG/86/82/UK
CONCERN
UNIVERSAL

Building and equipping of a.training centre for adults in Literacy,
agriculture, horticulture and
stock-farming at Kiambu

-.------------------ ___________ ,;. __________________________
ONG/88/82/D
GESELLSCHAFT FOR
MEDIZIN UNO FORSCHUNG IN AFRIKA
ONG/90/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

ONG/135/82/IT
MANI TESE

Support for a drainage programme in
the Turkana district

446.777
32 .216 . .

----------343.858
388.020

16.108

so

%

~--------------------

171.929
50 %

194.010

so

%

-----------------------------1S0.620
7S.310
50 %
~----------·

610.140

---------------~---------------------------------

Adult literacy campaign in the
districts of Kisii, Kuria and South
Nyanza

34.217

Self-sufficiency in food for 30
families in the Handadu region,
Mandera district

S2.SD6

--------------------30S.070
SO %

14.371
42 %

--------------------26.2S3
50 %
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Project
reference No

Brief description

ONG/157/82/IRL
IRISH
MISSIONARY UNION
(I.M.U.)

Extension of a hospital in Nairobi

Total cost
in ECU
899.621

CEC grant in ECU
and ~ of total cost
305.871
34 %

------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------ONG/182/82/UK
Support for a rural development
329.046
164.523
THE SAVE THE
CH:ILDREN FUND
(S.C .F.).

centre providing training in agricuture, stock-farming, fisheries,
appropriate technologies, irrigation, reafforestation, water and
land conservation, literacy, health
and nutrition etc.

------------------ONG /197/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

-~~~G~~-~t2~iG£~--------------------

Family planning association:. family
planning information campaign aimed
at men, developing mass-media programmes to provide support at national level for family planning
training measures, promotion of
family planning through youth

50 %

-----------------------------33.708
16.854
50

%

-------------------t--£~!:!e~-------------------.------------ --------------------------------oNG/218/82/NL
NOVIB

Building and equipping of a school
for handicapped children at

------------------ONG/BG/8/82/UK
OXFAM

-----------------ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE

-~~£h~~2~---------------------------

Support for an irrigation programme
in the diocese of Kaputir, Turkana
district
~-----------------------------------Acquisition of an ambulance for
the health centre at Nyamagwa,
Kisii district

_£Q~~~tl~tl~~--------~-----------------------------------ONG/BG/27/82/IRL
GORTA

Support for rural development in
the Giriana region, Mwabayanyundo
district
TOTAL:

622.436

261.433
42 %

--------------------------------17.044
5.795
34 %
9.368

7.300

4.684
50 %

--------------------3.650
50 %
1.565.861

KIRIBATI
ONG/122/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID
LESOTHO
ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

See project in the Pacific paragraph
Setting-up of a poultry farm in
Maseru

f-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::JI~~~~~~~~:~~~:~:~~~~~:!~~~~~~~:~:~:::-

1

TOTAL·:

23.759

5.474
6.244

10.429
46 %

-------------------3.121,57%
3.122, 50 %

17.172
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Project
reference No
LIBAN
ONG/227/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

Setting-up o~ a medical and social
centre at Zahle in the Beka'a
Valley

114.289

85.717
75 %

Re-equipping of an artificial
limb centre for the Institute at
Aley, Dahr El Wahch

323.461

242.596
75 %

_i~~~~~~~~~------
ONG /228/82/ D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE

-~Q~~~~~~~l

______ _

ONG/250/82/F
COMITE CATHOLI QUE CONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR LE
DE VELOPPEMENT.
_!£~£~r~~~!

______ _

ONG/251/82/ F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE
CONTRE LA FAIM ET
POUR LE DEVELOPPE
MENT
(C.C.F.D.)

------------------------------------------------Equipping of a vocational training
79.769
centre at Ruwass

----------------------------------------------Economic rehabilitation of families
149.464
in Sidon

59.827
75 %

110.603
74 %

ONG/252/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE
CONTRE LA FAIM
ET POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)

Support for operating the "Dar Al
Ti fL" creche in the Maz raa quarter

47.597

35.698
75 %

ONG/254/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE
-coNTRE LA FAI M
ET POUR LE
DEVE LOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)

Reconstruction of housing for 250
families in West Beirut

101.704

76.278
75 %

ONG/272/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Reconstruction of the drinking water
system at Fardiss and Shwaya

514.304

257.152
50 %

ONG/BG/7/82/F
CIMADE

Acquisition of a bus for transporting children under the Hay Madi
programme, West and East Beirut

12.318

6.159
50 %

.
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Project
reference No

Brief description

TotaL cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

ONG /BG /10/82/B
OX FAM-B

Provision of a unit for packaging
pharmaceutical products in Beirut

27.920

13.960
so %

ONG/BG/16/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE CONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR
'LE DEVELOPPEMENT

Support for integrated development
centres at Hay Madi, West Beirut
and Bourj-Hammoud, East Beirut

40.009

9.202
23 %

31 .734

<c.c.F.D.>

Support for the training of Palestinian refugees through repairs
to existing premises and the
acquisition of equipment, Sidon
and Beirut

9.203
29 %

ONG /BG /20/82/B
BROEDERLIJK
DE LEN

Economic rehabilitation of W?rtorn families in the region of
Sidon, Tyre and Nabatieh

-----------·--------------------3S.S74
17.787
so

TOTAL:

MADAGASCAR
ONG /2S3/82/UK
UNITED SOCIETY
FOR THE
PROPAGATION OF
THE GOSPEL

Construction of a training centre
at Ambohimangakely, Antanarivo

%

924.182

S6.726',!

28.363

so

%

___ i!:!.:..§.:.E.:.€.:.!------t------------------------------.:-----ONGIBGI61821IT
MANI TESE

Repairs to an aqueduct, Ambatamanoia

23.1S2

TOTAL:

11.576

so

%

39.939

'
MALAYSIA
ONG/4/82/B
ASSOCIATION
DES CON SOMMA~.
TEURS TIERSMONDE

Setting-up of a training and information centre on consumer
protection at Penang
TOTAL:

141.148

56.459
40 %

56.459
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Project
reference No
MALI
ONG/3/82/B
ILES DE PAIX

O~G/28/82/F

ASSOCIATION
FRANCAISE DES
VOLONTAIRES
DU PROGRES
CA.F.V.P.)
ONG/34/82/I
MOVIMENTO SVILUPPO E PACE
CM.S.P.)
~------------------

ONG /35/82/ IT
MOVIMENTO SVILUPPO E PACE
CM.S.P.>

~-----------~------

ONG/71/82/F
S.O.S. SAHEL
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCE

ONG/78/82/F
GROUPE DE RECHERCHE ET DE
REALISATIONS
POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
RURAL DANS
LE TIERS-MONDE
CG.R.D.R.)

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and ~ of total cost

Setting-up of an administrative _
centre, drinking water supplies, a
dispensary and a kindergarten at
Tin Ag Guel Hadj

248.672

186.504
75 %

Village water-engineering programme
in the Upper Niger Valley

659.539

250.625
38 %

-------------------------------------------------------------------Building and equipping of a
53.780
40.335
maternity unit at Banankoro, Stgou
region

------------------------------------Building and equipping of a rural

75 %

38.088

dispensary at Doura, Stgou region

--~-----------------

28.566
75 %

------------------------------------Installation of 60 village pumps in
the regions of San and Timbuctoo

91.612

45 .806
50 %

-------------------------------------~--------------------------------

Agricultural development of the
village of Gouthioube by Laying out
an irrigated area of 40 hectares,
supplying equipment for animal
traction, building a store and the
.agricultural training of villagers,
Kayes region

91.182

36.473
40 %

-------------------~-------~----------~------------------~--------------------------------

ONG/83/82/UK
CHRISTIAN AID

Provision of water supplies to the
population of Bandiagara by
sinking wells, Mopti region

-------------------~-------------------------------------

ONG/217/82/F
EAU VIVE

Equipping 100 boreholes with
hydro-pumps in the region of San

98.774

49.337
50 %

-----------------------------91.534
45.767
50 %
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

ONG/257/82/B
COMIDE

Construction of an agricultural
training centre for young people
at Bandiagara

234.826

117.413
50 %

ONG /273/82/ IT
MOVIMENTO
SI/.ILUPPO E
PACE
(M.S.P.). ·

Support for women's agricultural
cooperatives in the villages of
Samanko, Soke and Tenekou

236.394

118.197
50 %

ONG /BG /22/82/ F
ASSOCIATION
FRANCAISE DES
VOLONTAIRES DU
PROGRES
(A.F.V.P.)

Drinking water supplies and
drainage of wells in eight villages
in the Gao region

28.~2~

8.388
29 %

Upgrading and drainage of water
points at Djijan and Kita, Kayes
region
TOTAL:

49.014

6.862
14 %

ONG/1/82/B
TERRE DES

Orthopaedic missions for handicapped children and the setting-up
HOMMES~B
of a rehabilitation and fitting
--------------------£~o!~~-i2~!ifi£i21_1i~~~~L-8a2gir __ _
ONG/266/82/F
Construction of a ceramic workshop
MEDICO
for handicapped people, El Jadida
INTERNATIONAL

934.323

866.1.19

268.497
31 %

150.432

37.608
25 %

13.238

6.619
50 %

_fB8~£~----------- ------------------------------------ONG /BG /9/82/ UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
(S.C.F.)

Acquisition of a vehicle to transport handicapped children in the
Khemisset region
TOTAL:

312.724

ILE MAURICE/
MAURITIUS
ONG /99/82/ F
VIVRE DEBOUT

Equipping of a community centre
for handicapped people. Acquisition
of wheelchairs for handicapped
people, Curepipe
TOTAL:

. 24.276

12.138
50 %

12.138
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

MAURITANIE
ONG/66/82/F
COMITE CATHOLI QUE CONTRE
LA FAIM ET
POUR LE DEVELC>PPEMENT

Construction of a shell lime kiln
for the social housing ·programme,
Satara area, Rosso, Sixth region,
Trarza

87.S87

42.042
48 %

(C.C.F.D~>

ONG /67/82/F
COMITE CATHOLI QUE CONTRE
LA FAIM ET
POUR LE OEVELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)
ONG/103/82/ F
S.O.S. SAHEL
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCE

------------------------------------------------Drainage of the Satara quarter at
312.489
Rosso, sixth region, Trarza

------------------------------------Installation of 60 village pumps in

134.2 20

84.372
27 %

67 • 11 0

so

the Brakna region

~

TOTAL: 193.S24

MEXICO
ONG /2S9/82/B
WITHUIS
VOLONT ARI AAT
ONG/BG/16/82/F
COMITE CATHOUQUE CONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT
~-1£~£~E~~~2------0NGIBG/10/82/s
OXFAM-B

Extension of the road network
linking Santo Domingo Chontematlan
to the neighbouring villages, State
of Oaxaca
Acquisition of equipment for the
printing press at the Mexican Institute for Community Development

2S8.128

129.064
so %

-----------~--------------------

24.870

9.202
37 %

-----------------------------16.7S2
8.376
,..,_

Acquisition of equipment for the
construction of housing and community buildings for Guatemalan refugees, Chiapas region
TOTAL:

so

%

146.642
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

MOCAMBIQUE
ONG 126182 I IT
MOVIMENTO
AFRICA 70

Installation of a mechanical engineering workshop in the vicinity
of M1 Sawize, a ~echanical engineering and carpentry workshop in the ·
region of Unango and a mechanical
saw-mill in the region of Majuma,
Niassa province

ONG 130182 IF
CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DI INFORMATION
SUR LI AFRIQUE
AUSTRALE

Equipping of health care centres at
Songo, Estima, Chiuta and Chipera,
Tete province (Zambeze valley)

161.437

48.431
30 %

------------~--------------------

4S.106

_1£~8~!~~~~~L------r------------------------------------·-----------

22.SS3
so %

ONGI931821IT
MANI TESE

Building and equipping of a fish
drier at Chicoa

S9.162

29.S81
50 %

ONG 11 S6182 I DK
TRAVELLING
FOLK HIGH
SCHOOL

Setting up of joint workshops in
the provinces of Maputo, Gaza,
Niassa, Nampula and zambesia

281.464

118.215
42 %

ONG 1222182 I IT
MANI TESE

Support for a stock-farming centre
for meat production, Changalane

313.S26

156.763
50 %

ONGIBG/121821B
FONDS POUR LA
COOPERATION AU
DEVELOPPEMENT
(F.C.D)

Support for small warehouses/rural
stores

22.136

ONGIBGI141821NL
NOVIB

Acquisition of a vehicle for a
cooperative organization, Maputo
Construction of two creches at
Maputo

ONG /BG 126182 /IT
CROCEVIA

6.3SO
S.860

----------------------------------------------Setting up of a small hydroelectric
17.812
dam, Lichinga district, Niassa
region
TOTAL:

11.068

so

%

3.175
50 %
2.930
so %
8.906
50 %

.

401.622
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

NAMIBIA
ONG /255/82/ UK
CATHOLIC
INSTITUTE FOR
INTERN AT! ON AL
RELATIONS
CC.I.I.R.)
NEPAL
ONG/92/82/UK
OXFAM

Printing and distribution of
educational brochures for Namibian
refugees in several countries of
southern Africa
TOTAL: 34.030

68.060

34.030
50 %

Integrated development of the
region of Chitray Okhreni, Taulung
and Tarevir, Shivapuri

64.846

32.423
50 %

529.141

116.411
22 %'

TOTAL: 32.423
NICARAGUA
ONG/17/82/NL
NOVIB
ONG /95/82/B
FONDS POUR LA
COOPERATION AU
DEVELOPPEMENT
(F.C.D.)
ONG/96/82/B
FONDS POUR LA
COOPERATION AU
DEVELOPPEMENT
__ if~£~~~~--------
ONG/110/82/D
SERVICE CIVIL
INTERNATIONAL

Butlding and equipping of an agricultural training school at Santa
Cruz, Chontales region

-----------~--------------------

215.747

92.771
43 %

' 212.194

70.024
33 %

Equipping of an agricultural
training centre at El Sauce, State
of Chinandega

306.079

42.851
14 %

ONG/153/82/D
DEUTSCHER
CAR IT ASVERBAND

Rebuilding of 125 housing units in
the departments of Managua, Matagalpa, Esteli, Chichigalp~ Chinandega, Leon and Masalla

254.456

127.228
50 %

ONG/176/82/D
MEDICO
INTERN AT! ONAL

Extension of a medical centre at
Jalapa

-------------------

(4)

Integratoodevelopment of the Matagalpa region

Support for three textile cooperatives at Esteli, department of
Esteli, at Somoto, department of
Madriz and at Nagarote, near

-~~~~a~~-----------------------------

-------------------------------81.398
40.699
50

%
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Project
reference No
ONG/221/82/UK
OXFAM

Total cost
in ECU

Brief description
Health programme for the Miskitos,

-~~~~l~-~~!!~-----------------------
-----------------ONG/235/82/UK
Supply of agricultural inputs, deOXFAM
ONG/261 /82/UK
OXFAM

------------------

92.070
40.018

-P~SJ~~~JJ_~~!_b~2Q_~Q~-f~iQ~Q~~S~--

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost
46.035

________ 2Q_~-------2d.009

________ 2Q_~--------

Construction of 250 latrines for the
Columbus community, department of
Zelaya

39.320

19.660
50 %

ONG /262/82/UK
OXFAM

Acquisition of equipment for water
supplies for the community of
Wasminona, department of Zelaya

37.468

18.734
50 %

ONG/BG/1/82/IT
MOVIMENTO
SVILUPPO E
PACE (M.S.P.)

Equipping of a health centre
Masaya, Managua region

15.008

7.504
50 %

ONG/BG/10/82/B
OXFAM-B

Training of medical staff in the
camps for refugees from El Salvador
Support for a literacy campaign

5.898

2.949
50 %
5.986

ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

~------------------

ONG/BG/18/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

~t

11.972

________ 2Q_~--------

Equipping of a cooperative at San
Isidro de La Cruz Verde, Managua

11.990

5 .995
50 %

Encouragement of maize production
in the commune of El Riito
Setting up of an irrigation system
at El Manzano, department of Chinandega

11 .2 42

5.621
50 %

17.236

8.618
50 %

Support for fish-farming activities:
introduction of tilapia production,
region of Petacaltepe, department
of Chinandega

18.736

9.368
50 %

Construction of a pumping station
for the drinking water requirements
of Aurelio Sonnariba, region of El

15.736

7.868
50 %

8.618

4.309
50 %

-~i~i~------------------------------Support for a programme for the
advancement of women: acquisition
of equipment for a weaving workshop
and for a programme of consciousness
raising, department of Chinandega
TOTAL:

·:

._.

652.640

f---------1--:-----......;.----------1-----+---------·-t
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

NIGER
ONG/65/82/F
ASSOCIATION
FRANCAISE DES
VOLONTAIRES DU
PROGRE S

Simplification of women's work
by introducing millet mills in 35
villages and providing training for
managing, handling and maintaining
this equipment, setting up of cooperative sections run by women in
the arrondissements of Tera, Tillaberi, Say and Kolo, department of
Niamey

234.483

112.552
48 %

ONG /87/82/ UK
OXFAM

Programme for the agricultural development of the region of Bilma:
- sinking of wells;
- Laying out of kitchen gardens and
orchards

86.348

43.174
50 %

ONG/BG/5/82/F
S.O.S. - SAHEL
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCE

Protection of agricultural areas
by erecting fences and planting
quickset hedges at Mehanna, Tera,
Tara, department of Niamey

ONG/BG/7/82/F
CIMADE

Equipping and running of an eyecare unit at the Tahoua health
centre

16.236

8.118
50 %

ONG /BG /15/82 IF
SECOURS
CATHOLIQUE

Boring and sinking of wells at
.. Baragoa, Faragow, Guirban, Kobro,
Tagaz a, Sa rkak i and Koki, department of Maradi

35.471

17.026

(A. F. V.P.)

-----------·-------------------49 .472
24.736
50 %

48%

I

TOTAL:

205.606

Building and equipping of three voca 1.036.793
tional training centres in the dio~
cese of Makurdi, State of Benue

300.670
29 %

309.248

185.549
60 %

3.042

1.521
50 %

NIGERIA
ONG/18/82/IRL
CONCERN

------------------·------------------------------------ONG/108/82/IT
Construction of a health and welfare
ISTITUTO
PER LA COOPERAZIONE UNIVERSITARIA

centre at Iroto, State of Ogun

__ !!~f~~~!-----~-- ------------------------------------ONG/BG/18/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

Support for a programme of basic
health care, Obudu region

TOTAL:
~.----------------~--------------------------------~.

487.740

---------+------------------,
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Project
reference No

Brief description.

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

PACIFIQUE
ONG /122/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID

Support for a nutritional programme
for mothers and infants in the Cook
Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Solomon,
Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Western
Samoa and Papua New Guinea

·~697.900

230.307
33 %

230.307

TOTAL:
PAKISTAN
ONG /181/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

Family planning association:
training in family planning
techniques for Dais and civil
servants
TOTAL:

28.480

14.240
50 %

14.240

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
ONG /122/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID

see the project in the Pacific
paragraph

-------------------~------------------------------------

ONG/BG/9/82/UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
<s~c.F.>

Acquisition of two vehicles under
the nutritional programme in the
Highlands region
TOTAL:

--------------------------------31.590
15.795
50 %
15.795

PARAGUAY
ONG/139/82/NL
ICCO

Programme of agricultural training
and building for young people in the
Central Chaco region

ONG/178/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

Rural development for the Indians
in the Chaco region: provision of
basic equipment, seeds, insecticides, etc.

85.458

ONG/BG/6/82/IT
MANI TESE

Support for an agricultural cooperative at San Estanislao

17.464

TOTAL:

432.012

103.683
24 %
------------------~

10.255
12 %

8.732
50 %
122.670
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost CEC grant in ECU
in ECU
.and % of total cost

PERU
ONG/10/82/D
-~Qf~~~Q~~~~bE~---ONG/22/82/F
CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE
COOPERATION
POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
AGRICOLE
(C.I.C.D.A.>
ONG /85/82/ F
CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE
COOPERATION
POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
AGRICOLE
(C.I.C.D.A.)

ONG/119/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Support programme for the agricultural development of the province
of La Union including:
- training and organization of
farmers,
- irrigation
- transfer of technology
- improvement of meat and milk production,
- family-based measures,
department of Arequipa, province of
Condesuyos

906.849

----------------------------------------------Micro-regional development of the
142.712

Valle Sagrado de Los Incas:
support for the meat-processing,
market-gardening, fruit-growing and
forestry sectors.

335.534
37 %

71.356
50 %

ONG/146/82/B
S.O.S. FAIM

Construction of 12 suspension
bridges at San Juan del Oro, province of Sandia, department of Puno

55.748

27.317
49 %

ONG /151/82/ IR L
TROCAIRE

Support for a training programme in
basic health care, Chumbivilcas,
Cusco region

39.417

16.555
42 %

r-----------------ONG/163/82/UK
POPULATION
SERVICES

------------------ONG/193/82/B
S.O.S. FAIM

..

Equipping of a hospital at Coina,
84.244
42.122
50 %
r~giQo_Qf_i~_bie~r!~~-------------~------------~-------------------Integrated rural development of. the
683.647
307.641
department of Arequipa, province of
45 %
Condesuyos

Support for a programme of maternity
health care and family planning
in the Rimae area, Lima
Improvement of stock-farming, dairy
production and tie manufacture of
by-products, Uramasa and Huayllapa,
district of Cajatambo, department
of Lima

-----------~--------------------

124.621

58.572
47 %

509.262

188.421
37 %
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

ONG/216/82/NL
CEBEMO

Building and equipping of an agricultural machinery workshop, de~
partments of Piura and Tumbes

250.082

122.540
49 %

ONG/238/82/IT
MAN! TESE

Support for a stock-farming cooperative, Huillcapampa, department of
Cusco

179.576

89.878
so %

------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------ONG/268/8.2/F
Assistance for a technical support
99.352
49.676
COMITE CATHOLIQUE CONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)

centre in the rural Andean area,
Huayao, Huancayo region

ONG /BG /8/82/UK
OXFAM

Enlargement of an agricultural
school for handicapped children
at Lima

ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
_£Q~~~~~~~l

_______ _

-----------------------------------Support for a rural technical assi-

so

13.250

Support for a poultry-farming
cooperative, Trujillo

ONG/BG /26/82/IT
CROCEVIA

Building of an access road to the
village San Juan de Catacaos ·

--------------------6.625
50 %

-~---------

9.368

stance centre, Huayao, department
of Huancayo

ONG/BG/18/82/IRL
TROCAIRE

%

4.684
50 %"

------------~--------------------

6.590

3.295
50 %

------------------------------------

~----------

17.658

8.829
50 %

Provision of drinking water supplies
for the village of Jicamarca,
district of Lima

17.658

8.829
50 %

TOTAL:

1.341.880
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU.

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

PHILIPPINES
ONG/6/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

Construction of a mother-and-infant
training centre for young people
in Zamboanga City, Mindanao Island

39.298

18.470
47 %

ONG/63/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Integrated rural development in the
province of Cavite: setting up of
cooperatives

535.377

256.981
48 %

ONG/160/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

Family planning association:
programme of family planning techniques and nutritional control in
the regions of La Union, Benquet,
Sorsogon, Cermarines Sur, Pampanga
and western Mindoro

35.162

17 .581
50 %

TOTAL:
RWANDA
ONG/2 /82 /B
S.O.S. FAIM

293.032

Rural integrated development in the
hamlets of Kanyirantiba and Muzenga,
corrm~:~r:e of Muyaga

50.465

24.728
49 %

Construction of a centre for the
advancement of women in Rasaniro,
Runyinya, prefecture of Butare

56.288

27.581
49 %

Electrification by means of solar
energy of health centres at Nyarusange, Rutobwe, Gihara and Kayenzi

61.319

35.565
58 %

ONG/101/82/B
S.O.S. FAIM

Construction of a pilot village on
Range hill, second phase: community
equipment, commune of Ngoma

152.338

79.216
52 %

ONG /102/82 /B
BROEDERLIJK
DE LEN

Construction of a social development
centre at Mukarange

38.986

19.493
50 %

Support for the development of
Musha, commune of Gikoro: construction of an aqueduct, a sorghum mill,
provision of equipment and health
education, youth training and advancement for women

42.914

21.457
50 %

ONG/25/82/F
SECOUR S CAT HOLIQUE
~------------------

ONG/74/82/B
COM IDE

~------------------

~-----------------ONG /105/82 I IT

AMICI DEL
RWANDA
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Project
reference No
ONG /113/82/IT
AMICI DEL
RWANDA
ONG/127/82/B
S.O.S. FAIM

ONG/130/82/B
FRERES DES
HOMMES

Brief description
Extension of water supplies to
Gikoro, prefecture of Kigali

Total cost
in ECU
48.183

------------------------------------------------Improvement of animal protein re23.684
sources; development of fisheries
and fish-farming in the commune of
Kirambo, sub-prefecture of Cyesha,
prefecture of Cyangugu
Development of the commune of
Nyakizu: provision of a stock seed
unit, salt licks, small tools,
stock-farming, a small experimental
farm, a reafforestation programme,
a mother-and-infant care centre
and water supplies, prefecture of
But are

139.192

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost
28.910
60 %
11 .605
49 %

66.812
48 %

-------------------r-------------------------------------~-----------r--------------------

ONG/144/82/B
COOPIBO

------------------ONG /184/82/B
S.O.S. I P.G.

Extension of water supplies to
Taba, prefecture of Gitarama

54.450

26.136
48 %

-------------------------------------~-----------r--------------------

Canst ruction of a "ba rza" (covered
terrace) at the maternity clinic
at Nyundo, commune of Rubavu, prefecture of Gisenyi

29.644

14.822
50 %

-------------------r-----------------------------------------------r-------------------ONG/220/82/IT
Building and equipping of a health
445.462
213.822
AMICI DEL
RWANDA

centre at Munyaga, commune of
Rutonde, prefecture of Kibungo

ONG /BG /2/82/B
COMIDE

Construction of a laundry-room for
the orphanage at Masaka
Construction of a people's bank,
an artisanal centre, a warehouse
and a small meeting room for community development at Murunda

16.047

Construction of a dormitory unit
for the micro-industrial training
centre (CEFORMI> at Kigali

84.445

9.289
11 %

Acquisition of a vehicle for the
health centre at Kitabi, commune
of Gikongoro

8.742

4.371
50 %

ONG/BG/8/82/UK
OXFAM

.I

48 %

16.047

8.184
51 %
8.184
51 %
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Project
reference No
ONG/BG/11/82/B
S.O.S. FAIM

ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

Repairs to the market at Kizi and
construction of two abattoirs at
Kizi and Rusuma, commune of Maraba,
prefecture of Butare

14.632

Support for the centre of traditional medicine at Bare:
land improvement and cultivation
of medicinal plants; construction
of staff housing, prefecture of
Kibungo

27.475 ·

10.990
40 %

Support for the agro-pastoral
cooperative of Kanjongo, prefecture of Cyangugu

9.368

4.684
50 %

TOTAL:
SAO TOME &
PRINCIPE
ONG /270/82/ IT
GRUPPO DI
VOLONTARIATO
CIVILE
(G.V.C.)

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

Health education programme in
schools at Sao Tome
TOTAL:

5.414
37 %

621.263

601.836

132 .404
22 %
132.404
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

SENEGAL
ONG 12 4182 IF
GROUPE DE RECHERCHES ET DE
REALISATIONS
POUR L'ECODEVELOPPEMENT
(G.R.E.D.)

Development of marigots in the
regions of Gouniang Youpeamadi and
Tourime, department of Bakel

143.200

48.688
34 %

ONG 133182 IF
COMITE FRANCAIS
CONTRE LA FAIM
(C.F.C.F.)

Sinking of 20 wells and repairs to
15 existing but non-functional
wells in the region of Seoro, department of Tambacounda, Eastern
Senegal

304.071

124.669
40 %

ONG 169182 IF
COMITE NATIONAL
FRANCAIS DE
LIAISON POUR LA
READAPTATION
DES HANDICAPES
(C.N.F.L.R.H.)

Construction and equipping of an
occupational therapy unit at
Dakar

188.854

94.427
50 %

Setting up of a vaccination campaign 89.629
for the inhabitants of the Thies
region

43.918
49 %

ONG 170/82 IF
ENFANCE ET
PART AGE

-----------·-------------------113.086

ONG 198/82 IF
ACTION INTERNATIONALE CONTRE
LA FAIM
(A.I.C.F.)

Integrated developmert with the parti 226.172
cipation of local inhabitants of
the village of Pete, arrondissement
of Salde, department of Podor

ONGI1451821B
S.O.S. FAIM

Setting up of a workshop to produce
equipment for the village communities of Soudano-Sahel, Thies

ONGI1701821F
ASSOCIATION
POUR COMBATTRE
LA MALNUTRITION
PAR ALGOCULTURE
SIMPLIFIEE

Installation of biogas and algaculture equipment in the villages
of Ronkh, Fleuve region

~~~f~~~~~~-------
ONG IBG 171821 F
CIMADE

203.550

85.491
42 %

.135.190

64.891
48 %

------------------------------------------------Acquisition of a vehicle for the
12.318
Inter-village Association of Podor

50 %

----------~--------6.159
50 %
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Project
reference No
ONG/BG/13/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Brief description
Laying out of nurseries at Sakal

Total cost
in ECU
6.244

TOTAL:

CEC grant in ECU
and r. of total cost
3.122
so %
584.451

SOLOMON
DAN CHUR CHAI D

See project in the Pacific
paragraph

SOMALIA
ONG/76/82/B
DELIPRO

Acquisition of equipment and setting up of a mobile medical unit in

ONG/122/8~/DK

ONG/142/82/UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
i§~f~E~!

46.608

34.956
75 %

__ !h~-~2~!h_2f_!h~_£2~D!~~----------- -----------r-------------------Repairs to a mother-and-infant
clinic at Boroma

129.818

64.909
50 %

Support for a training program~e in
eye-care for refugees, region of

359.710

179.855
50 %

_________ _

ONG/164/82/UK
HELP THE AGED
ONG/BG/9/82/UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
(S.C.F.)

--~2~9~i~~---------------------------r----------Acquisition of a vehicle under the
refugee relief programme
TOTAL:

SRI LANKA
ONG/56/82/DK
Construction and equipping of a
school for handicapped children,
LION'S CLUB
r~Qb~~~~---------- --~~!!~929~L-!2~~9~~~---------------
ONG /225/82/ D
Programme for the integrated development of the region of WaguruDEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
wela, district of Moneragala
_iQ~~~~~~~!

19.256

9.628
50 %
289.348

111.176

55.588
50 %

696.074

348.037
50 %

240.283

28.834
·12

_______ _

ONG/234/82/UK
OXFAM

ONG/241/82/IT
MANI TESE

Support for a research programme
into a popular approach to the
improvement of malaria control,
districts of Anuradhapura and Mone-

z

--~~9~h~-----------------------------· ----------Support for a rural and social
'training programme in 87 villages
in the district of Moneragala

173.638

86.819
50 %
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Project
reference No

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and X of total cost

5.416

2.708
50 %

16.460

8.559
52 %

support for the integrated development of the villages of Thambanasola,, Kalukundam Maduwa, Pawakkulama, district of Vavunya
TOTAL:

11.036

5.518
50 %

Support for a mobile construction
unit for the refugee camps in the
region of Showak, province of
Kassala

85.842

16.310
19 %

1.548.593

232.289
15 %

Brief description

ONG/BG/9/82/UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
(S.C.F.)

Support for a centre to train
staff for children's homes

ONG/BG/11 /82/B
S .0 .S. FAIM

Support for basic organizations:
setting up of a printing press at

ONG /BG /1?./82 /UK
POPULATION
CON CERN

SUDAN
ONG/50/82/UK
VOLUNTARY
SERVICE OVERSEAS
_£~~§~Q~~--------
ONG /256/82 /UK
WAR ON WANT
(W.O.W.)

TANZANIA
ONG I 44/82 I UK
NAMIBIA REFUGEE
PROJECT
ONG /49 /82/UK
OXFAM

ONG/61 /82/UK
THE FRIENDS OF
URAMBO AND
MWANHALA

_£~1~~e~-----------------------------

Support for an agricultural credit
programme for a refugee camp at
Qala-en-Nahal
TOTAL:

Training of Namibian refugees
in shoe-making at Dar-es-salaam

536.063

248.599
83.295

54.975
66 %
\

---------------------------------------------------------------------Agricultural training in the
168.282
37.022
districts of Singida and Manyini,
of Dodoma and Mpwapwa, of Moshi and
Par~ and of Moulu

22 %

-------------------------------------~--------------------------------

Acquisition of maize mills for the
villages of Mwanhala, Semembela,
Isagenhe, and the sinking of wells
at Semembela

23.284

11.642
50 %
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Project
reference No

•·

ONG/82/82/UK
AFRICAN MEDICAL
& RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
(A.M.R.F.)

Brief description

Support for a medical
programme in the south of the
country:
- acquisition of equipment, particularly solar batteries

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and r. of total cost

262.909

123.567
47 %

52.644

26.322
50 %

139.695

83.817
60 %

130.667
29 %

_:_!t~ining ____ ~--------------------OriG/94/82/IRL
· GORTA

ONG/116/82/B
FONDS POUR LA
COOPERATION AU
DEVELOPPEMENT
_££~£~Q~l

Acquisition of grading mill~ for
the village of Kiru-Sixi; a tractor
for the rice fields at Magugu and
Gichameda. Equipment for an agricul_!~t~h-~2£~~~2~-~!-~~9~9~-----------
Extension of a workshop for the
manufacture of clothing for a. refugee camp at Morogoro

________ _

ONG/126.82.8
COOP ISO

Construction and equipping of an
adult ~raining centre at Tarime,
Mara region

405.575

ONG/232/82/IRL
IRISH FOUNDATION
FOR CO-OPERATIVE
DEVELOPMENT
(I.F.C.O.)

Development of the cooperative
system in the region of Iringa

146.668

ONG/237/82/NL
NOVIB

Support for a programme to provide
water supplies to sixteen villages
in the districts of Liwale, Mbozi,
Tunduru and Newala

743.616

371.908
50 %

ONG/BG/1/82/IT
MOVIMENTO
SVILUPPO E PACE
(M.S.P.)

Construction and equipping of a
small rural health centre in the
village of Mapogoro, Iringa region

18.010

9.005
50 %

ONG /BG 17 /82/ F
CIMADE

Construction of two warehouses
in the Ukewere district

13.436

6.718
50 %

9.934

4.967
50 %

35.574

17.787
50 %

ONG/BG/8/82/UK
Acquisition of equipment for a
OXFAM
rehabilitation centre for physically--------------------~~n~i£2~e~~-~~2~l~_2!_Q2!:~~:§2l~~~ONG/BG/21/82/B
Construction of granaries for the
ENTRAIDE ET
village of Ndama, Kamuli and Thembe,
FRATERNITE
Karague district, Kagera region

•

-------------------73.334
50 %
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Project
reference No
ONG/BG/27/82/IRL
GORTA

TotaL cost
in ECU

Brief description

9.178

4.589
50 %

Provision of maize seeds, Mbugue
region

3.108

Provision of sorghum seeds,
Mbugue region

2 .516

1.554
50 %
1.258
50 %

Acquisition of a grading mill
women of Mandelo

fort~

TOTAL:
TCHAD
ONG/107/82/IT
ASSOCIAZIONE DI
COOPERAZIONE
RURALE IN
AFRICA
(A.C.R.A.)

Support for the rural promotion
centre of Niellim, prefecture of
Moyen Chari, in particular:
- irrigation equipment;
- purchase of cattle;
- prov1s1on of drinking water;
- equipment for fisheries cooperatives

-------------------~------------------------------------

ONG/BG/7/82/F
CIMADE

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

Construction of school furniture
by students at N'Djamena

959.132

200.987

80.395
40 %

--------------------·--------15.118
7.559
50 %

TOTAL:

87.954

THAILAND
ONG/155/82/D
TERRE DES
HOMMES D
ONG/161/82/UK
POPULATION
CONCERN

Construction and equipping of a
health care training centre at
Ban Buei, district of Rasisalai,
province of Srisaket

34.704

----------------------------------------------Family planning association: training 52.610
in family planning techniques and
supply of contraceptives throughout
the country

ONG/171/82/B
WITHUIS
VOLONTARIAAT

Support for a training and rehabili-·
tation centre for blind people at
Sampran

ONG/173/82/D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D.W.H.H.)

Rural development of the districts
·of Ban Phai and Muang, provinces of
Kon Kaen and Mahasarakham (stage II)

----------35.416
539.102

17.005
49 %

26.305
50 %

17.708
50 %
258.769
48 %

lt·
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Project
reference No

..

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and ~ of total cost

ONG /190/82 /B
WITHUIS
VOLONTARIAAT

Extension of the community development of the province of Ubol:
improvements to the health system

429.825

202.018
47 %

ONG /BG /13/82/ D
DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
(D·.W.H.H.)

Rural development, Chit Aree,
Lampang
Training of mechanics for rural
machinery at Chainat, Uthai Dhani
Bee-keeping for small-scale farmers,
district of Putthaisong, province
of Buriram

17.954

8.977
50 %
17.954
25 %
8.977
50 %

71.816
17.954

TOTAL:
TOGO
ONG/11/82/D
ROTARY
INTERNATIONAL

Construction of a health centre at
Kamina, Wawa district

557.713

50.850

TOTAL:

25.425
50 %
25 .42"5

.lQ.ti§A

ONG/122/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID

TUNISIE
ONG /2 3/82/ F
EAU VIVE

See project in the Pacific
paragraph

Setting-up of two centres for manufacturing windmills and the manufacture of five windmills, region of
Kairouan.

48.526

TOTAL:

24.263
50 %
24.263

UVALU
ONG /122/82 /DK
DANCHURCHAID

see project in the Pacific
p~ragraph
,

UGANDA
IONG/21 /82/F
ACTION INTERNA~IONALE CONTRE LA
FAIM
{A.I.C.F.)

InstaUation of two artisanal and agri
cultural centres: the first in the
county of Labwar, the second in the
cbunty of Jie, Karamoja district

256.166

97.343
38 %
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Project
reference No
ONG/36/82/B
COMIDE
ONG /37/82 /B
COMIDE

/

Brief description
Construction and equipping of a
vocational training centre at
Lw~berge Masaka district

Total cost
in ECU
250.186

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost
167.625
67 %

---------'-------------------------------------·-------------------Enlargement and equipping of a
369.946
184.973
50 %

centre for the practical training
of young people at Villa-Maria,
Masaka district
TOTAL:

449.941

URUGUAY
ONG /57/82 /NL
CEBEMO

Construction of a jam-making factory for second~class fruit at Pando,
department of Canelones

467.196

TOTAL:
VANUATU
ONG /BG /16/82/ F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE
CONTRE LA FAIM ET
POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
'
_£f~f~E~~~L------oNG /122/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID

Acquisition of equipment for a
centre for the training of rural
extension workers, suburb of Port
Vila

126.143
27 %
126 .143

17 .187

8.250
48 %

See project in the Pacific paragraph
TOTAL:

WESTERN SAMOA
ONG/122/82/DK
DANCHURCHAID
YEMEN (A.R.)
ONG /BG /8/82 /UK
OXFAM
ONG /BG /9/82 /UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
(S.C.F.)

See project in the Pacific paragraph

Support for a programme to promote
breastfeeding in the province of
Ibb

18.214

Acquisition of a stock of medicines
and pediatric supplies for the
clinic of Rowdah, region of Sana'a
TOTAL:

17.303

9.107
50 %

-------------------------------------·-----------

================== =================================================

10.382
60 %
19.489
~====================
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost CEC grant in ECU
in ECU
and % of total cost

ZAIRE
ONG /27/82/ IT
AS S0 CI AZ I ONE
VOLONTAR I PER
IL SERVIZIO
INTERN AZIONALE
{[',.V.S.I.)

Installation of a hydro-electric
power station at the Kiringye
Health and welfare. centre, Province
of Kivu

191.400

~------------------ -------------------------------------~-----------

ONG/112/82/IT
MOVIMENTO PER
LA LOTTA CONTRO
LA FAME NEL
MONDO

Socio-economic and health development of the region of Birava:
- construction of a health centre
at Ishungu,
- construction of a social centre
at Bi rava
- construction of a silo,
- economic, agricultural, social
and health education

349.135

68.904
34 %

90.775
26 %

_e~Q~iD£~_21-~i~~------------~------
ONG /215/82/B
FRERES DES
HOMMES
~------------------

ONG/226/82/B
COMIDE
ONG/229/82/B
COMIDE

(5)

RuraL extension work and training
in the Ruzizi plain, region of
Sange
Extension of the women's social
_£~D!~~-2!_b~~~~~~~~i---------------
Construction and equipping of two
workshops for the Nyumba Yetu Centre
for the advancement of wom~n, commune of Kenya, Shaba province

73.366

579.330
52.900

36.683 .
50 •%
289.665

_______ 2Q_~--------26.450
50 %

-----------r~-------------------

370.334

185.167
50 %

Support for Lubumbashi's facilities
for young people by the acquisition of a maize miLL, and equipment
for the canteen and the mechanics
section
vaccination campaign against endemic cretinism in the region of
Bwamanda

8.129

4.146
51 %

Repairs to a bridge over the river
Lofuela at Ishenga, Kasai oriental
province
Support for the teacher training institute at Kaf~bu, Shaba province

6.644

3. 4'55
52 %

10.847

5.532
51 %

ONG /2 40/82/UK
OXFAM

Support for a group of agricultural
and public health counsellors in
Bas Zaire, Bandundu and Kasai
provinces

ONG/BG/2/82/B
COMIDE

9.486

4.838
51 %
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Project
reference No

Brief description

TotaL cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

Acquisition of equipment for a
vocational training centre ·at
Kansebula, Shaba province

5.315

2.764
52 %

Acquisition of equipment for
the artisanal centre at Kashiobwe,
Shaba province

8.129

4.146
51 %

Acquisition of equipment for the
health centre at Kasungani,
Shaba province

1o. 631

4.146
39 %

Support for the health centre at
Kingabwa, Kinshasa

5.315

2.764
52 %

Support for the heath and wel.fare
centre at Kipushya, Shaba province

8.129

4.146
53 %

Acquisition of equipment for an
extension centre at Kisangani

3.987

2.073
52 %

Solar electricity supply for the
hospital of Kongolo, Shaba province

5.315

2.764
52 %

Acquisition of wheelchairs for
the centre for handicapped people
at Lisala

9.486

4.838
51 %

Acquisition of equipment for the
printing section of the Salamaa
Technical Institute, Lubumbashi,
Shaba province

8.129

4.146
53 %

Extension of an integral training
centre, Malemba Nkulu, Shaba
province

4.685

2.764
59 %

Acquisition of equipment for a
vocational training centre at
Mbanza-Ngungu

4.685

2.764
52 %

Support for a programme of health
training and ·extension work in
the Mbanza-Ngungu region

8.129

4.146
51 %

Acquisition of a generator for
the centre for educational and social activities at Mokambo
Support for the teacher training
institute of Sakania

9.486

4.838
59 %

9.486

4.838
59 %

TOTAL:

.

766.752

-·--------l----------------1------1---------1
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Project
reference No
ZAMBIA
ONG/109/82/D
GOSSNER MISSION

Brief description

Rural integrated development by the
setting-up of cooperatives and
land reclamation in the region of
Gwembetal, Southern Province

TROCAIRE

Improvement of food production,
Makunka region

FRERES DES HOMMES

the Chungu area:

O~G/219/82/IRL

Total cost
in ECU

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

759.229

364.430
48 %

28.404

14.202
50 %

-------------------r----------------------------------------------- -------------------ONG/BG/3/82/B
Support for the development of
- agricultural measures

19.944

-purchase of a vehicle

16.316

9.972
50 %
8.158
50 %

district of Luwingu, Northern
ONG /BG /8/82 /UK
OXFAM

-~r2YiQ£~----------------------------~----------Acquisition of a vehicle for a
health programme and a well
programme in the region of Sichili,
Western Province
TOTAL:

19.868

9.934
50 %
406.696

ZIMBABWE
ONG/62/82/UK
INTERNATIONAL
DEFENCE AND AID
.FUND FOR
SOUTHERN AFRICA
(l.F.A.D.)

•

Rehabilitation programme for
political prisoners

ONG /84/82/DK
DANSK MET ALARBEJDERFORBUND

Training of metal workers in
Salisbury, Bulawayo and Que Que

ONG/120/82/DK
DEVELOPMENT
AID FROM
PEOPLE TO
PEOPLE

Construction and equipping of four
technical centres, Midlands
province

ONG /247/82 /UK
WAR ON WANT
(W.O.W.)

Support for rural communities in
the regions of Binga and Wankie,
Silobela, Nkai, Lupane, Lower Gwelo,
Tjolotjo Nata, Maiteugwe and
Mpimbila

212.190

106.095
50 %

28.176

14.088
50 %

331.042

115.521
50 %

-------------------------------626.249
306.862
49 %
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Project
reference No

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

ONG /8G /9 /82/UK
THE SAVE THE
CHILDREN FUND
(S.C.F.)

Programme of health training in
rural areas

12.036

ONG /BG/13/82/D
DE.UTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE
CD.W.H.H.·)

Support for a fisheries cooperative
on Lake Kariba, Katete Harbour

28.386

ONG/BG/14/82/NL
NOV IS

Acquisition of a pump for a cooperative at Jjolotjo, Guouza

7.326

ONG/BG/16/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE QONTRE LA
FAIM ET POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT
(C.C.F.D.)

Support for a school for the
reintegration of young refugees,
Nyamandlovu, Bulawayo province

development programme, Marondera
region
TOTAL:

6.018
50 %

12.490
44 %

3.663
50 %

24.870

-----------------------------------------------------------------ONG/BG/18/82/IRL
Support for an integrated rural
7.096
TROCAIRE

CEC grant in ECU
and % of total cost

9.202
37 %

3.548
50 %

577.487

•:·

- 65 TABLE III

CLASSIFICATION OF PROJECTS COFINANCED

AMOUNT

:m

ECU

:m

1982 (1)

%

1. FIELDS COVERED

Agriculture

10.156.585
4.919. 479 .

Education
Health

4.403.075

42
20,5
18

Economy

968.579

4 .

Communications
(means of transport)

362.310

1,5

Migrants and refugees

530.659

2

2.947.735

12

Social
Telecommunications
•

TOTAL

4.656
"24.293.078

100.

2. SPECIFICATIONS

Construction - property

5.496.158

23

Equipment

6.777.300

28

Transport

747.758

3

1. 990.936

8
'4

Personnel - local labour
foreign labour
Training
Administrative costs
other specifications (starting-up
expenses, planning, services,·
etc.)
TOTAL

1.037. 488
1.581.322
735.286
5.926.830
24.293.078

6,5
3
24,5
100

~===================================-====================-======================

(1) These figures do not include block grants~
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TABLF IV
LIST OF PROJECTS COFINANCED IN 1982 TO RAISE
PUBLIC AWARENESS OF DEVELOPMENT ISSUES .

Project
reference

Brief description

Total cost

EEC grant in

in ECU

ECU a.nd% of

number

total cost
Contribution to the costs of orga.n1s1ng
a Symposium on the Development Policy of
the E.C. a.nd publishing a book on "The
E.C. and Developing Countries".

55.298

ONG/ED/2/82/UK Support of the work of a regional deOXFAM
velopment education centre in the formal
education sector from primary school to
pre- and in-service teacher training
levels.

335-020

33-502
10%

ONG/ED/3/82/F Ecole et Tiers Monde:
MOUVE:MENT 1 % Critical analysis of history and geoTI:EJ\S MONDE
graphy text books at secondary school
level.

45-290

22.645
50%

ONG/ED/4/82/UK Support of the work of a Development
MINORITY RIGHTS education officer on a programme to
GROUP
promote awareness of the situation of
minority populations.

58.022

29.011
50%

Information programme on relations between the E.C. and Latin America.

54· 395

12.511
23%

ONG/ED/6/82
NGO LIAISON
COMMITTEE

European Seminar on "European a.griculture and Third World agriculture"
with participants from NGOs a.nd farming
circles.

65.632

32.816
50%

ONG/ED/7/82/B
BUREAU EUROPEEN DE L'ENVIRONNEMrnT

Seminar and information bulletins on
"Environment and Development with
emphasis on the problems of tropical
deforestation".

68.762

28.880
42%

ONG/ED/8/82/UK
RETURNED VOLUNTEER
ACTIONS
(RVA)

Programme encouraging development education amongst returned volunteers.

55-942

20.139
36 %

ONG/ED/9/82/IT Courses and audio-visual materials on
CROCEVIA
issues of development with special
reference to the Brandt report, for use
in schools and community groups.

32.120

15-739
49%

ONG/ED/l/82/NL
NOVIB

ONG/ED/5/82/B
STUDIE EN

ACTIE-GROSP
VOOR ONTWIKKELINGSSAMENWERKING
(SAGO)

27.649
50 %
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Project
reference
number

Brief description

Total cost
in ECU

EEC grant in
ECU and% of
total cost

-1

ONG/ED/10/82/D Course model for Secondary School
ZENTRALSTELLE
levels I + II "Integrated development
FtlR EN'l'riiCKin North-Eastern Brazil".
LUNGSHILFE

144.577

31.807
22%

ONG/ED/11/82/UK Programme amongst members active in the
QUAKER PEACE
local communities to increase effectiveAND SERVICE
ness and awareness of economic issues
related to an interdependent world.
ONG/ED/12/82
European development education proBUREAU EUROPE:EN gramme on the international code of
DES UNIONS DE
marketing of breastmilk substitutes.
CONSOMMATEURS

26.644
50 %

ONG/ED/13/82/B
ZIMBABWE
COMITE

Contribution to the production costs of
a film on the land question and agriculture in Zimbabwe.

ONG/ED/14/82/UK
SCOTTISH EDUCATION AND
ACTION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
(SEAD)

Programme with trade unionists:
''New patterns of jobs and investment the implications of new technology for
relations between Scotland, Europe
and the Third World".

90.276

ONG/ED/15/82/NL European Conference on development
EUROPRINT
education in· the formal sector with
participants from NGOs from all Member
States as well as from the educational
system.

70.156

ONG/ED/16/82/B Contribution towards the organisation
OXFAM
of a.Conference of European NGOs on
"Development and disarmament".

26.848

8.860
33%

ONG/ED/17/82/UE Subsidy towards the development of a
CHRISTIAN AID
'World Studies• programme and handbook
for use in teacher training.

36.548

18.274
50%

OOG/ED/19/82/B Follow up to the NGO Liaison Committee
MOUVEMENT
Conference on Industrial Restructuring.
D'ANIMATION DE Contribution to the establishment of
BASE
a European Network to exchange information between NGOs.
(IOC I MAB)

115.844

31.278
27 %

1)8.689

61.023
44%

ONG/ED/20/82/F
:mERES DES

HOMMES

a

53.288

campaign to stimulate public opinion and debate on issues of
food and development.

~ionwide

24.155
16%
45.138
50%
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Project
reference
number

Brief description

Total cost

EEC grant in

in ECU

ECU and% of
total cost
45·306
36 %

ONG/ED/21/82/UK Design and running of education proRUSKIN
grammes on international issues for
COLLEGE
trade union and worker education
associations.
ONG/ED/22/82/F Information campaign directed towards
COMITE D' ORGA- youth movements on development problems
in Southern Africa.
NISATION DE
CAMPAGNES
DI INFORMATION
SUR L I AFRIQUE
AUSTRALE
(COCIAA)
ONG/ED/23/82
IN'IERNATIONAL
COALITION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
ACTION
(ICDA)

Contribution to the European
of an education programme on
first link in the food chain
work on European development

dimension
seeds, the
and to the
poliqy.

ONG/ED/24/82/DK Campaign on the specific theme of coffee
ECUMENICAL
in a series of "Church Weeks on DeCOUNCIL OF
veloping Countries".

75.483

356.200

70.036

22.645
30%

42.744
12 %

31.516
45%

DENMARK

7·548
50%

ONG/ED/25/82/F Exhibition on the theme "Food and World
CHAJ.!PS DU MONDE Hunger".
15.686

7.686
49%

ONG/ED/27/82/UK Programme with trade union and labour
SHANTI
movement on unemployment in the NorthTHIRD WORLD
West and links with the Third World.
CEN'ffiE

82.888

27.353
33%

ONG/ED/28/82/IR Preparation of a development education
GORTA
manual for use at higher secondary
school level and in adult education
groups.

28.992

14.496
50%

ONG/ED/26/82/B
ENTRAIDE &
FRATERNITE

Contribution towards the publication
costs of the results of a public
opinion survey on the Thi~ World.

ONG/ED/29/82/F Support for the activities of a group
CENTRE DE REof Third World Documentation Centres in
CHERCHE D' INFrance.
FORMATION POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT
(CRID)

38.139
7%
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Project
reference
number

Brief description

Total cost

EEC grant in

in EGU

ECU and fo of
total cost

Development of materials for an EarthONG/ED/30/82
scan Thematic Information Programme on
lli'I'ERNATIONAL
priority issues in E.C. development and
rnSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND environment policies.
DEVELOPMElVT
(IIED)

91.508

45.754
50%

ONG/ED/31/82/UK Contribution towards the costs of a
programme covering three cities to inOXFAM
tensify teaching on development issues
in schools.

110.888

45·464
41%

ONG/ED/32/82/NL
CENTRUM VOOR
EUROPESE VORMlliG m .H&T
NEDERLANDSE
ONDERWIJS
(CEVNO)

Programme of workshops, courses and
publications on Europe and the Third
World for the formal sector, particularly teacher-training.

143.659

38.788
27%

ONG/ED/33/82/B
GROUPE EUR.OPEEN
DE REALISATIONS
AUDIOVISUELLES
POUR LE DEVELOPPQENT

Production, exchange and distribution
of slide / tape packages on North-South
themes, in five languages.

108.076

39.988
37 fo

Series of lectures with slide shows
and discussions by Third World NGO representatives on the work of building
cooperatives, for members of German
cooperatives and the general public.

22.772

11.386
50 %

50.223

15.067
30 %

112.000

38.080
34 %

(GRAD)

ONG/ED/34/82/D
DEUTSCHE ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE
FUR SOZIALES
WOHNUNGS- UND
SIEDLUNGSWESEN
(DESWOS)

ONG/ED/35/82/F Nationwide promotion campaign for a
ASSOCIATION
Third World Day to take place in
POUR LA REprimary and secondary schools.
CHERCHE ET L1 IN
FORMATION SUR
L' AIDE AU DEVELOPPEM!mT
(ARIAD)

•

ONG/E.D/36/82/UK
CENTRE FOR
WORLD DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION
(CWDE)

Work with the communications media,
and through CWDE publications, to increase awareness among opinion formers
of the North-South dialogue and the
European dimension of UK involvement.
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Project
reference
number

Brief description

Total cost

EEC grant in

in ECU

ECU and 'fo of
total cost

ONG/ED/37/82/F Contribution to a. nationwide campaign
with the professional agricultural
AGRICULTEURS
FRANCAIS ET DE- organisations on the links between
Agriculture in Europe and the Third
VELOPPEMENT
World.
IN'l'EllliATI ONAL
(AFDI)

108.967

22.883
21%

ONG/ED/38/82/LU: Setting up and equiping a. Third World
Is~orma.tion Centre in Luxembourg.
AFC SOLIDARI'rn:
TIERS MONDE

25.034

12.517
50%

ONG/ED/40/82/ffi ~ Development of a work-pack series on
a variety of development issues, for
TROCAIRE
use in secondary schools and youth
and community organisations.

102.694

51.347
50%

95· 348

38.139
40%

ONG/ED/42/82/ffi P Project to increase awareness amongst
trade union, youth and community orWORLD DEVELOPganisations·, a.s well as in industry
ml'T GROUP
and commerce, of the interdependence
of Northern Ireland, Europe and the
Third World, focussing on the textile
industr,y.

60.322

30.161
50%

ONG/ED/43/82/F
SOLIDARI'rn:S
AGRO-ALIMENTAIRES
(SOLAGRAL)

Contribution to the costs of an integrated programme involving the production of audio-visual materials,
organisation of meetings on issues of
food and development for other NGOs.

86.680

. 38.139
44%

ONG/ED/45/82/UI<
CATHOLIC INSTITU'rn: FOR
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
(CIIR)

Programme of publications and semina.rs on Lome re-negotiations, with
the media and other opinion formers.

83.410

41.705
50%

ONG/ED/41/82/F
CENTRE DE RELATIONS IN'mmATIONALES ENTRE
AGRICULTElJRS
POUR LE DEVELOPPEME:NT
(CRIAD)

Programme to increase awareness in
agricultural circles on the themes of
the use of pesticides in the Third
World and the impact of excess European dair,y products on the Third World
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Project
reference
number

Brief description

Total cost

EEC grant in

in ECU

ECU and% of
total cost

ONG/ED/46/82/F
COMITE CATHOLIQUE CON'IRE
LA FAIM ET POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT
(CCFD)

Subsidy to the costs of a programme
with French agricultural groups on
energy questions and links to agricultural practice in the Third World
and Europe.

42-716

10.679
25%

ONG/ED/47/82/UK
THffiD WORLD
FIRST·

Higher Education and Action for Development. Work of third level Educational establishments on the intraduction of a higher level of awareness of development issues.

52.648

25.271
48%

ONG/ED/48/82/UK Subsidy to the work of a development
ME:RSEYSIDE D&education centre on the interlink:age
VELOPMENT EDUof E.G. development policy at regiona+,
CATION FORUM
European and global levels.

63.428

31.714
50 %

ONG/ED/49/82/UK Subsidy for the preparation of reports
WELSH CE.N'IRE
and TV film on the relationship betTRUST
ween two European towns and the Third
(UNA)
World.

43.133

21.135
49%

.

ll

.
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BREAKDOWN BY NGO AND COUNTRY OF MAIN FOOD AID ACTIONS IN 1982

PRODUCT AND QUANTITY (t)
NGO

Association Aide au
Tiers-Moncle

Association Francaise
pour La Sainte Enfance

RECIPIENT COUNTRY

Chile
Sri Lanka
Madagascar
Peru
Togo
senegal
Haute-Volta

Butteroil
30

Sudan
Ghana
Sierra Leone
Indonesia

Belgian Foundation
~:other Theresa

India

Bureau d'Etudes pour
Harmonise

Zaire

Caritas Belgica

Algerie
Burundi
Chile
Guatemala
Haiti
Paraguay
Peru
Rwanda
Zaire

60
30
60
60
30
30
30
30

. Madagascar

A.D.E. - European
Association for studies
on nutrition and child
development

Milk

20
20
20
20

50
40
40
50
120

40

200

Uf' Devdop~·err.ent

Caritas Germanic a

Benin
Chile
Egypt
Ethiopia
Haiti
Honduras
India
Jordan
Kenya
Liban
Mocambique
Niger
Uganda
Zambia

30
200
500
45
45

45
45
15
45
45

50
250
50
120
70
100
100
250
850
50
3.000
200
500
500
200
1.000
30
200
300
300
100
300
320

j
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PRODUCT AND QUANT.ITY (t)
NGO

RECIPIENT COUNTRY

Butteroi l

:Mi:Lk

')

Caritas Neerlandica

Caritas ltaliana

COMlDE -

CIM

Deutsche Welthungcrhil fe (D.W.H.H.}

:f

'l

Mauritania
Senegal
Sudan
Somalia

45

100
100
100
400
120
600
700
200
400
400

45
60
15

100
200
200
150

15

100

Za,re

Catholic Relief
Services CC.R.S.)

Diako~isches

Angola
Bolivia
Cabo Verde
Colombia
Ha'iti
India
Peru
Philippines
Dominican Republic
Tanzania

Werk

Cisjordanie
Dominica
Egypt
Gambia
Ghana
Guatemala
Haute-Volta
India
Indonesia
Jamaica
Jordan
Kenya
senegal
Uruguay
Sri Lanka
Nicaragua
Haiti
Costa Rica
Haiti
Sri Lanka
Chile
Peru
Nicaragua
Ethiopia
India
Kenya
Mo<;ambique
Uganda
Sudan
Zambia
Tanzania

45

15
30

60
45
15

15
30
45
15
15

40
100
1800
200
250
100
200
900
1000
150
200
200
300
300
160
80
200
100
40
100
20
40
50
300
40
100
200
200
100
30
110

- 74 PRODUCT AND QUANTITY Ct)
~·Go

RECIPIENT COUNTRY
Butteroil

Dutch Interchurch Aid

Sudan
Indonesia
Nicaragua
Peru

Floresvr i erclen

Indonesia

Oxfam-B

Algerie
Angola
Benin
Liban

60

150
80
300
120
75

15

30

Mo~ambique

Nicaragua
Zimbabwe

Milk

I

100
200
20
50
100
100
100

Protos

Haiti

100

Royal Commonwealth
Society for the
Blind

India

30

The Save the
Children Fund

India
Thailand
Uganda

100
20
50

Secours Catholique

Como res
Congo
Djibouti
Haute-Volta
Liban
Mali
senegal
Tchad
Mauritanie
Somalia
Benin

100
120
100
100
100
150
250
120
100

Fran~ais

Liban
Madagascar
senegal

100
100
100

Solidarite Socialiste

Nicaragua

50

Societe de Saint
Vincent de Paul

Liban
Madagascar

100
60

S.O.S. Boites c'e
lait

Chile

120

SOS-Sahel International

Gambia
Haute-Volta
Mali
Mauritanie
Niger
senegal

20
120
120
120
220
100

Secours Populaire

so
50

- 75 PRODUCT AND QUANTiTY (t)
~JGO

RE CIP I E~'T COUNTRY
Butteroil

sos Villagio del

Fanciullo di Rom a

Nepal
Brasil
Philippines
Egypt
Guatemala
Madagascar
Colombia
India

Terre d'amitie

Senegal
Benin

World CounciL of
Churches

Algerie
Angola
Liban

T 0 T

A L

15

40

Mi

Vk
30
150
150
200
60
45
60
250
20
20

15

400
150
50

2.000

27.000

150
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